I am so relieved that such a substantial
part of Alachua County has a vision
for the future which integrates what is
most important … Thanks, Plum Creek.”
- Community Workshop participant,
December 2, 2013
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appendix A
2013 FLO R I DA STAT U T E 1 63 : 3245 : S ECTO R P L AN S
Following is the full text of 2013 Florida Statute 163:3245 pertaining to Sector Plans.
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2013 Florida Statute 163:3245: Sector Plans
Title XI: County Organization and Intergovernmental Relations
Chapter 163: Intergovernmental Programs
163.3245 Sector plans.—
(1) In recognition of the benefits of long-range planning for specific areas,
local governments or combinations of local governments may adopt into
their comprehensive plans a sector plan in accordance with this section.
This section is intended to promote and encourage long-term planning for
conservation, development, and agriculture on a landscape scale; to further
support innovative and flexible planning and development strategies, and
the purposes of this part and part I of chapter 380; to facilitate protection
of regionally significant resources, including, but not limited to, regionally

meeting is conducted, the regional planning council shall make written
recommendations to the state land planning agency and affected local
governments on the issues requested by the local government. The scoping
meeting shall be noticed and open to the public. If the entire planning area
proposed for the sector plan is within the jurisdiction of two or more local
governments, some or all of them may enter into a joint planning agreement
pursuant to s. 163.3171 with respect to the geographic area to be subject
to the sector plan, the planning issues that will be emphasized, procedures
for intergovernmental coordination to address extrajurisdictional impacts,
supporting application materials including data and analysis, procedures for
public participation, or other issues.

significant water courses and wildlife corridors; and to avoid duplication

(3) Sector planning encompasses two levels: adoption pursuant to s.

of effort in terms of the level of data and analysis required for a develop-

163.3184 of a long-term master plan for the entire planning area as part of

ment of regional impact, while ensuring the adequate mitigation of impacts

the comprehensive plan, and adoption by local development order of two or

to applicable regional resources and facilities, including those within the

more detailed specific area plans that implement the long-term master plan

jurisdiction of other local governments, as would otherwise be provided.

and within which s. 380.06 is waived.

Sector plans are intended for substantial geographic areas that include at
least 15,000 acres of one or more local governmental jurisdictions and are to
emphasize urban form and protection of regionally significant resources and

master plan pursuant to this section must include maps, illustrations,

public facilities. A sector plan may not be adopted in an area of critical state

and text supported by data and analysis to address the following:

concern.

1. A framework map that, at a minimum, generally depicts areas

(2) Upon the request of a local government having jurisdiction, the

of urban, agricultural, rural, and conservation land use; identi-

applicable regional planning council shall conduct a scoping meeting with

fies allowed uses in various parts of the planning area; specifies

affected local governments and those agencies identified in s. 163.3184(1)

maximum and minimum densities and intensities of use; and provides

(c) before preparation of the sector plan. The purpose of this meeting is to

the general framework for the development pattern in developed

assist the state land planning agency and the local government in the identi-

areas with graphic illustrations based on a hierarchy of places and

fication of the relevant planning issues to be addressed and the data and

functional place-making components.

resources available to assist in the preparation of the sector plan. If a scoping
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sources of water, including water resource development and water
supply development projects, and water conservation measures
needed to meet the projected demand of the future land uses in the
long-term master plan.
3. A general identification of the transportation facilities to serve the

transportation modes; and enhancing the prospects for the creation
of jobs.
7. Identification of general procedures and policies to facilitate
intergovernmental coordination to address extrajurisdictional
impacts from the future land uses. A long-term master plan adopted
pursuant to this section may be based upon a planning period longer

future land uses in the long-term master plan, including guidelines

than the generally applicable planning period of the local comprehen-

to be used to establish each modal component intended to optimize

sive plan, shall specify the projected population within the planning

mobility.

area during the chosen planning period, and may include a phasing

4. A general identification of other regionally significant public facilities
necessary to support the future land uses, which may include central
utilities provided onsite within the planning area, and policies setting
forth the procedures to be used to mitigate the impacts of future
land uses on public facilities.
5. A general identification of regionally significant natural resources
within the planning area based on the best available data and
policies setting forth the procedures for protection or conservation
of specific resources consistent with the overall conservation and
development strategy for the planning area.
6. General principles and guidelines addressing the urban form and
the interrelationships of future land uses; the protection and, as
appropriate, restoration and management of lands identified for
permanent preservation through recordation of conservation
easements consistent with s. 704.06, which shall be phased or

or staging schedule that allocates a portion of the local government’s future growth to the planning area through the planning
period. A long-term master plan adopted pursuant to this section is
not required to demonstrate need based upon projected population
growth or on any other basis.
(b) In addition to the other requirements of this chapter, the detailed
specific area plans shall be consistent with the long-term master plan
and must include conditions and commitments that provide for:
1. Development or conservation of an area of at least 1,000 acres
consistent with the long-term master plan. The local government
may approve detailed specific area plans of less than 1,000 acres
based on local circumstances if it is determined that the detailed
specific area plan furthers the purposes of this part and part I of
chapter 380.
2. Detailed identification and analysis of the maximum and minimum

staged in coordination with detailed specific area plans to reflect

densities and intensities of use and the distribution, extent, and

phased or staged development within the planning area; achieving

location of future land uses.

a more clean, healthy environment; limiting urban sprawl; providing
a range of housing types; protecting wildlife and natural areas;
advancing the efficient use of land and other resources; creating
quality communities of a design that promotes travel by multiple

APPENDICES

2. A general identification of the water supplies needed and available

3. Detailed identification of water resource development and water
supply development projects and related infrastructure and water
conservation measures to address water needs of development in
the detailed specific area plan.
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4. Detailed identification of the transportation facilities to serve the
future land uses in the detailed specific area plan.
5. Detailed identification of other regionally significant public facilities, including public facilities outside the jurisdiction of the host
local government, impacts of future land uses on those facilities, and
required improvements consistent with the long-term master plan.
6. Public facilities necessary to serve development in the detailed
specific area plan, including developer contributions in a 5-year
capital improvement schedule of the affected local government.
7. Detailed analysis and identification of specific measures to ensure

the projected population within the specific planning area during the chosen
planning period. A detailed specific area plan adopted pursuant to this
section is not required to demonstrate need based upon projected population growth or on any other basis. All lands identified in the long-term master
plan for permanent preservation shall be subject to a recorded conservation
easement consistent with s. 704.06 before or concurrent with the effective
date of the final detailed specific area plan to be approved within the
planning area.
(c) In its review of a long-term master plan, the state land planning agency
shall consult with the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services, the Department of Environmental Protection, the Fish and

the protection and, as appropriate, restoration and management of

Wildlife Conservation Commission, and the applicable water manage-

lands within the boundary of the detailed specific area plan identi-

ment district regarding the design of areas for protection and conser-

fied for permanent preservation through recordation of conserva-

vation of regionally significant natural resources and for the protection

tion easements consistent with s. 704.06, which easements shall be

and, as appropriate, restoration and management of lands identified

effective before or concurrent with the effective date of the detailed

for permanent preservation.

specific area plan and other important resources both within and
outside the host jurisdiction.

(d) In its review of a long-term master plan, the state land planning agency
shall consult with the Department of Transportation, the applicable

8. Detailed principles and guidelines addressing the urban form and the

metropolitan planning organization, and any urban transit agency

interrelationships of future land uses; achieving a more clean, healthy

regarding the location, capacity, design, and phasing or staging of

environment; limiting urban sprawl; providing a range of housing

major transportation facilities in the planning area.

types; protecting wildlife and natural areas; advancing the efficient
use of land and other resources; creating quality communities of a
design that promotes travel by multiple transportation modes; and
enhancing the prospects for the creation of jobs.
9. Identification of specific procedures to facilitate intergovernmental

(e) Whenever a local government issues a development order approving
a detailed specific area plan, a copy of such order shall be rendered
to the state land planning agency and the owner or developer of the
property affected by such order, as prescribed by rules of the state
land planning agency for a development order for a development of

coordination to address extrajurisdictional impacts from the detailed

regional impact. Within 45 days after the order is rendered, the owner,

specific area plan.

the developer, or the state land planning agency may appeal the order
to the Florida Land and Water Adjudicatory Commission by filing a

A detailed specific area plan adopted by local development order pursuant to

petition alleging that the detailed specific area plan is not consis-

this section may be based upon a planning period longer than the generally

tent with the comprehensive plan or with the long-term master plan

applicable planning period of the local comprehensive plan and shall specify
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pursuant to subparagraphs (3)(a)2. and (b)3. shall be incorporated

of the petition to the opposing party, as the case may be, and to the

into the applicable district and regional water supply plans adopted in

local government that issued the order. The filing of the petition stays

accordance with ss. 373.036 and 373.709. Accordingly, and notwith-

the effectiveness of the order until after completion of the appeal

standing the permit durations stated in s. 373.236, an applicant

process. However, if a development order approving a detailed specific

may request and the applicable district may issue consumptive use

area plan has been challenged by an aggrieved or adversely affected

permits for durations commensurate with the long-term master plan

party in a judicial proceeding pursuant to s. 163.3215, and a party to

or detailed specific area plan, considering the ability of the master

such proceeding serves notice to the state land planning agency, the

plan area to contribute to regional water supply availability and the

state land planning agency shall dismiss its appeal to the commission

need to maximize reasonable-beneficial use of the water resource.

and shall have the right to intervene in the pending judicial proceeding

The permitting criteria in s. 373.223 shall be applied based upon the

pursuant to s. 163.3215. Proceedings for administrative review of

projected population and the approved densities and intensities of

an order approving a detailed specific area plan shall be conducted

use and their distribution in the long-term master plan; however,

consistent with s. 380.07(6). The commission shall issue a decision

the allocation of the water may be phased over the permit duration

granting or denying permission to develop pursuant to the long-term

to correspond to actual projected needs. This paragraph does not

master plan and the standards of this part and may attach conditions

supersede the public interest test set forth in s. 373.223.

or restrictions to its decisions.
(f) This subsection does not prevent preparation and approval of the

(5) When a detailed specific area plan has become effective for a portion of
the planning area governed by a long-term master plan adopted pursuant to

sector plan and detailed specific area plan concurrently or in the same

this section, s. 380.06 does not apply to development within the geographic

submission.

area of the detailed specific area plan. However, any development-of-

(4) Upon the long-term master plan becoming legally effective:
(a) Any long-range transportation plan developed by a metropolitan
planning organization pursuant to s. 339.175(7) must be consistent, to the maximum extent feasible, with the long-term master
plan, including, but not limited to, the projected population and the
approved uses and densities and intensities of use and their distribution within the planning area. The transportation facilities identified
in adopted plans pursuant to subparagraphs (3)(a)3. and (b)4. must

regional-impact development order that is vested from the detailed specific
area plan may be enforced pursuant to s. 380.11.
(a) The local government adopting the detailed specific area plan is
primarily responsible for monitoring and enforcing the detailed
specific area plan. Local governments may not issue any permits or
approvals or provide any extensions of services to development that
are not consistent with the detailed specific area plan.
(b) If the state land planning agency has reason to believe that a violation

be developed in coordination with the adopted M.P.O. long-range

of any detailed specific area plan has occurred or is about to occur,

transportation plan.

it may institute an administrative or judicial proceeding to prevent,

(b) The water needs, sources and water resource development, and
water supply development projects identified in adopted plans

APPENDICES

adopted pursuant to this section. The appellant shall furnish a copy

abate, or control the conditions or activity creating the violation, using
the procedures in s. 380.11.
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(c) In instituting an administrative or judicial proceeding involving a
sector plan or detailed specific area plan, including a proceeding
pursuant to paragraph (b), the complaining party shall comply with the
requirements of s. 163.3215(4), (5), (6), and (7), except as provided by
paragraph (3)(e).
(d) The detailed specific area plan shall establish a buildout date until

to paragraph (3)(b) and is exempt from review pursuant to s. 380.06.
(7) A developer within an area subject to a long-term master plan that
meets the requirements of paragraph (3)(a) and subsection (6) or a detailed
specific area plan that meets the requirements of paragraph (3)(b) may
enter into a development agreement with a local government pursuant to

which the approved development is not subject to downzoning, unit

ss. 163.3220-163.3243. The duration of such a development agreement may

density reduction, or intensity reduction, unless the local government

be through the planning period of the long-term master plan or the detailed

can demonstrate that implementation of the plan is not continuing in

specific area plan, as the case may be, notwithstanding the limit on the

good faith based on standards established by plan policy, that substan-

duration of a development agreement pursuant to s. 163.3229.

tial changes in the conditions underlying the approval of the detailed
specific area plan have occurred, that the detailed specific area plan
was based on substantially inaccurate information provided by the
applicant, or that the change is clearly established to be essential to
the public health, safety, or welfare.

(8) Any owner of property within the planning area of a proposed long-term
master plan may withdraw his or her consent to the master plan at any time
prior to local government adoption, and the local government shall exclude
such parcels from the adopted master plan. Thereafter, the long-term
master plan, any detailed specific area plan, and the exemption from

(6) Concurrent with or subsequent to review and adoption of a long-term

development-of-regional-impact review under this section do not apply to

master plan pursuant to paragraph (3)(a), an applicant may apply for master

the subject parcels. After adoption of a long-term master plan, an owner may

development approval pursuant to s. 380.06(21) for the entire planning

withdraw his or her property from the master plan only with the approval of

area in order to establish a buildout date until which the approved uses

the local government by plan amendment adopted and reviewed pursuant to

and densities and intensities of use of the master plan are not subject to

s. 163.3184.

downzoning, unit density reduction, or intensity reduction, unless the local
government can demonstrate that implementation of the master plan is
not continuing in good faith based on standards established by plan policy,
that substantial changes in the conditions underlying the approval of the
master plan have occurred, that the master plan was based on substantially
inaccurate information provided by the applicant, or that change is clearly

94

development plan must be approved by a detailed specific area plan pursuant

(9) The adoption of a long-term master plan or a detailed specific area
plan pursuant to this section does not limit the right to continue existing
agricultural or silvicultural uses or other natural resource-based operations
or to establish similar new uses that are consistent with the plans approved
pursuant to this section.

established to be essential to the public health, safety, or welfare. Review

(10) The state land planning agency may enter into an agreement with

of the application for master development approval shall be at a level of

a local government that, on or before July 1, 2011, adopted a large-area

detail appropriate for the long-term and conceptual nature of the long-term

comprehensive plan amendment consisting of at least 15,000 acres that

master plan and, to the maximum extent possible, may only consider

meets the requirements for a long-term master plan in paragraph (3)(a),

information provided in the application for a long-term master plan. Notwith-

after notice and public hearing by the local government, and thereafter,

standing s. 380.06, an increment of development in such an approved master

notwithstanding s. 380.06, this part, or any planning agreement or plan
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policy, the large-area plan shall be implemented through detailed specific
area plans that meet the requirements of paragraph (3)(b) and shall
otherwise be subject to this section.
(11) Notwithstanding this section, a detailed specific area plan to implement
a conceptual long-term buildout overlay, adopted by a local government and
found in compliance before July 1, 2011, shall be governed by this section.
(12) Notwithstanding s. 380.06, this part, or any planning agreement
or plan policy, a landowner or developer who has received approval of a
master development-of-regional-impact development order pursuant to s.
380.06(21) may apply to implement this order by filing one or more applications to approve a detailed specific area plan pursuant to paragraph (3)(b).
(13) This section may not be construed to abrogate the rights of any person
under this chapter.
History.—s. 15, ch. 98-176; s. 21, ch. 2011-34; s. 28, ch. 2011-139; s. 17, ch.
2012-5; s. 10, ch. 2012-99.
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appendix B
E NVISI O N A L AC H UA S ECTO R P L A N A P P L I CAT I ON ( EXC ERPTS )
The following excerpts from the Envision Alachua Sector Plan Application include:
•

Reason for Request and Description of Request to Amend Alachua County Comprehensive Plan

•

Proposed Amendments to the Comprehensive Plan (including policies proposed to implement the Envision
Alachua Vision, Goals and Planning Principles)

•

Envision Alachua Proposed Future Land Use Map

Please note that these excerpts are from the final application submitted on June 25, 2014.
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REASON FOR REQUEST AND DESCRIPTION
OF REQUEST
Envision Alachua Sector Plan
This request is to amend the text and maps of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan in order to provide significant conservation lands and agricultural lands in perpetuity, and provide opportunities for additional employment-oriented mixed use in eastern Alachua County on approximately 60,136
acres owned by Plum Creek.

Reason for Request

The initial phase of the Envision Alachua community visioning process began
in June 2011 and was completed in February 2012. It included a series of six
facilitated Task Force meetings, two Community Workshops held at local
churches, and a series of four Educational Forums on related topics.
The Task Force is composed of 31 members representing business, economic
development, local government, education, environmental, conservation and
residents of Alachua County. Members were selected by Plum Creek based
on discussions with local government officials, organizational representatives and community leaders. In selecting Task Force members, the company
worked to ensure that different interests and constituencies with a range
of opinions on economic, environmental and community issues in Alachua

In 2005, Alachua County government asked Plum Creek for a master plan of

County were represented. Members of the general public were invited to

all of its holdings in the county. In response to the County’s request, and as

participate in the Envision Alachua visioning process by attending Task Force

part of Plum Creek’s ongoing process for evaluating its lands, the company

meetings, Community Workshops and Educational Forums.

paused its normal business practice of regularly buying and selling land in the
County in order to consider suitable community uses, together with timber,
that could be aligned with community needs. Through discussions with
numerous community leaders, the company learned about land use opportunities that merited further community discussion. As a result, the Envision
Alachua visioning process was launched in June 2011 to explore potential
opportunities for Plum Creek’s holdings in Alachua County.
The process is designed to be:
•

A holistic approach to sustainable conservation and economic develop-

An opportunity for a unique partnership and collaboration between the
public and private sectors; and

•

process for Plum Creek lands in Alachua County. Through discussions with
the Task Force and community, the company explored potential future
economic development and conservation scenarios that could achieve
long-range economic, environmental and community goals. The result is
a document that describes the community’s vision for potential future
economic development and conservation on lands Plum Creek owns in
Alachua County, entitled: Envision Alachua Task Force, Vision, Goals and
Planning Principles for Plum Creek Lands in Alachua County.
Key issues identified by the Task Force, and addressed in the Planning Princi-

ment;
•

Task Force and community members provided input into the visioning

ples, include:
•

Disparity between west Gainesville and east Gainesville with respect

An open dialogue with community leaders representing economic

to income, jobs, access to quality education, and access to goods and

development, business, local government, education, environment,

services;

conservation and residents in Alachua County.

•

Growing competition from other regions of Florida, and other areas of
the US and the world; and
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Lack of funding for completion of the “Emerald Necklace”

During Phase II, Plum Creek determined to use the Sector Plan process for

conservation vision.

its land-use application as it best represented the outcomes of the communi-

In 2012, Plum Creek continued the Envision Alachua process with Phase
II convening a Technical Advisory Group along with the Task Force and
community members to determine how to achieve the community’s Phase I
vision and goals on Plum Creek’s lands. Technical Advisory Group member-

ty’s vision. The Sector Plan is a comprehensive planning tool that:
•

Ensures lands are designated for conservation and economic development

•

Plans lands greater than 15,000 acres; and

with regulatory and review authority over large-scale, land-use planning and

•

Exceeds the current planning horizon of 20 years.

policy decisions in Alachua County and the state. It also includes individ-

The sector plan comprehensive planning tool was recently added to Alachua

uals with specialized technical expertise in economics, conservation and

County’s options for comprehensive land use planning in anticipation of Plum

community planning, as well as liaisons from the Task Force who are keepers

Creek’s requested land-use application.

ship is composed of 19 members including representatives from agencies

APPENDICES

•

of the vision.
Based on the community’s vision, the three major reasons for this request
The Technical Advisory Group (TAG) provided input into Phase II of Envision

to amend the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan to include the Envision

Alachua by helping Plum Creek advance the community’s land use and

Alachua Sector Plan (EASP) can be summarized as follows:

conservation strategies for Plum Creek’s lands in Alachua County. The Task
Force, the community and Plum Creek evaluated the TAG’s input, as it relates

1.

The EASP includes the only land holding in single ownership in Alachua

to the Phase I vision, for use in creating the 60,136 acre sector plan. TAG

County large enough to accommodate a major jobs center, with

members were asked to help:

several significant employers and campuses within a connected livable
community, that will enable Gainesville, the University of Florida, and

•

•

Identify relevant policies, opportunities and guidelines associated with

the region to compete in the state, national and global economies.

Plum Creek lands in Alachua County; and

(ECONOMY)

Identify issues and opportunities to be addressed in the Plum Creek

2.

Lands Sector Plan

The EASP 60,000+ acres are still owned by one entity, Plum Creek, with
enough property and patience to set aside over 50,000 acres to be

The Envision Alachua Phase II process consisted of five Task Force meetings,

permanently protected in conservation or agriculture, in fair trade for

four community workshops, four Technical Advisory Committee meetings

entitlements. (ENVIRONMENT)

and the sponsorship of one economic development forum through the

3.

The EASP, with an approved major jobs center, is a prerequisite to

Gainesville Area Chamber of Commerce. The outcome of the Phase II

attracting employers that will bring economic opportunities to east

process was the 50-year, Long term Master Plan (LTMP) for Plum Creek’s

Gainesville and Hawthorne, and address historic economic disparity.

holdings in Alachua County shaped by the community’s vision in Phase I.

(COMMUNITY)

During Phase II, work began on the subsequent Detailed Specific Area Plans
(DSAPs) for portions of the LTMP began with the Task Force and community.

Recognizing that implementation of the community vision requires much
more than approval of a land use change, and in response to the community
vision, goals and planning principles, separate teams addressing priority
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topics were formed in the three key areas of the vision – economy, conser-

of aggressive conservation methods and viewing water use with a new ethic

vation/environment, community. Those teams are looking deeper into the

that guide participation within the LTMP. A Water Advisory Review Panel of

issues and solutions for those topic areas.

independent experts will be convened in 2014 in order to review the work of

In the Economy goal area: Plum Creek, partnering with the Gainesville
Area Chamber of Commerce, the Council of Economic Outreach, Innova-

Over the past two-and-a-half years of the Envision Alachua process, over

tion Gainesville, the University of Florida and Santa Fe College, to create

1,500 community members have been involved. An additional 225 presenta-

a regional marketing plan for economic development. With the economic

tions and key leader meetings have supported the effort. This comprehensive

progress initiative, Plum Creek is funding the baseline analysis of the

community inclusive approach has been unprecedented within the state of

greater Alachua County area, a higher education asset report of UF and

Florida to the degree of including the community in the planning process

SFC, a regional blue print marketing plan and the necessary tools. Over

and allowing them to shape our plan. The Florida Chapter of the American

150 interviews have comprised the data research including administration,

Planning Association (APA) honored Envision Alachua with its 2013 Award

deans and researchers at UF and SFC, businesses, government officials and

of Excellence in the Best Practices category. The Best Practices Award is

community members interested in bettering the economy. The community

intended to honor a specific planning tool, practice, program, project, or

partnership will support this effort as it executes the forthcoming plans.

process that is a significant advancement to specific elements of planning.

In the Community goal area: The East County Educators Committee was

“The awards committee selected the Envision Alachua project for its very

formed with the goal of taking a strategic approach to addressing prepara-

public and transparent visioning process,” wrote APA Florida President Brian

tion and awareness issues so that youth are ready for these new opportuni-

Teeple, AICP, in a letter nominating the process for an APA National Award.

ties. The Committee specifically discussed these issues within the African

“The committee specifically noted the commitment that Plum Creek has

American community, where it is seeking to ensure this community is

made to the all-inclusive nature of the process, engaging residents from all

prepared for the future. This committee’s purpose is to discuss issues,

over Alachua County, including those whose voices are typically not heard

challenges and recommendations which will be shared with other community

in the planning process,” he added. The Florida APA recommended other

groups addressing this education preparation and job training effort as a

landowners look to Envision Alachua as an example of how to include the

whole inclusive of Innovation Gainesville, Florida Works and Alachua County

community in master planning.

Public Schools.

As a result, the sector plan application with the submittal of its first part –

In the Conservation Lands/Environment goal area: Plum Creek has convened

the 50-year, long term master plan for Plum Creek’s 60,136 acres in Alachua

a water team to produce a comprehensive integrated water system strategy

County – reflects the community’s vision, desire and goals for how it wants

to support the LTMP for the company’s lands in Alachua County and as this

to mature over the next 50 years.

relates to the North Florida Region. The water team is comprised of experts
in water, wastewater, stormwater, wetlands, wildlife, environment, land-use
planning and engineering from the business sector and public sector. The
strategy seeks to make the community’s goals for water a reality with a focus
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the water team and provide input to the strategy.
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lands targeted for urban uses for resource protection and management.
Conservation Lands were identified in locations that would protect

The Envision Alachua Sector Plan (EASP) establishes the Objectives and

valuable natural resources, particularly those that support the long-term

Policies for 60,136+ acres of lands located in the eastern portion of Alachua

economic and environmental objectives of Alachua County. The

County. During an extensive 2-year visioning process, community represen-

locations of Conservation Lands were based upon the following criteria:

tatives articulated a future vision to leverage the opportunities associated
with planning for such a large-scale land area while it remained under a single

•

ownership. The Framework Map for the Planning Area reflects the collab•

illustrates land use relationships that will support a future economic develop-

supports numerous native game and non-game species.

Creates economic progress opportunities that support and enhance

•

the innovation economy, provide job opportunities and services at all

Supports the development of communities that have a balanced and
compatible mix of land uses and employ environmentally sustainable

•

Opportunity to build upon Alachua County’s “Emerald Necklace”;

•

Contribution to the conservation and enhancement of natural
resources, community watersheds and natural preserves (Paynes

development practices while conserving lands to protect ecosystems,

Prairie, Lochloosa Lake, Newnan’s Lake Conservation Area, Orange

wildlife corridors and working landscapes; and

Lake, Phifer Flatwoods, Balu Forest);

Promotes and encourages long-term planning for conservation,

•

development, and agriculture on a landscape scale as identified within

County’s conservation framework; and

The Envision Alachua Framework Map illustrates this planning strategy

•

through four primary land use components:

Integration of green infrastructure, including its roles in
stormwater management to minimize flooding and in maintaining
connections between natural areas to support wildlife movement,

Conservation Lands

as well as its role as a community amenity and regional recreation

The vision for the EASP Conservation Lands considers the broader

destination.

regional landscape setting within which the lands are located; the
identification of key environmental linkages in the regional landscape;

Enhancement of Lochloosa Creek’s connected wetland system
to promote linkages for habitat and to build upon East Alachua

Chapter 163.3245, F.S.

1.

Contiguity with existing conservation lands and Plum Creek
conservation easements in Alachua County;

economic levels and ensure a robust and sustainable economy;

•

Protection of large wetland strands and major tributary systems
and large, forested wetland strands that provide core habitat that

ment area in East Alachua County and:

•

Contribution to regional landscape linkages within Northern
Florida;

orative work of the citizen-based Envision Alachua planning process and

•

APPENDICES

Description of the Request

2.

Urban Lands (Employment Oriented Mixed Uses)

the identification of sufficient lands to accommodate future needs of

Urban Lands, designated as Employment Oriented Mixed Uses (EOMU)

Alachua County for jobs creation centers and expanding population; the

in the EASP, were identified in locations that would focus future growth

identification of lands targeted for agricultural and silvicultural uses;

in a few key developable areas to maximize economic potential while

and the identification of significant environmental resources within

minimizing development pressure on surrounding rural, agricultural and
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conservation areas. The location of EOMU Lands was based upon the
following criteria:
•

Leveraging existing resources – building upon existing infrastructure, nearby population centers and institutional and commercial
anchors;

•

Access to significant existing infrastructure, including major
roadways, airports and rail;

•

•

4.

Agricultural Lands
Agriculture Lands were identified to maintain functioning, productive agricultural and silvicultural operations and lands, accommodate
agricultural support activities, and protect valuable farmland for use by
existing and future generations. The location of Agriculture Lands was
based upon the following criteria:
•

EOMU Lands;

Proximity to existing population centers, including Gainesville, east
Gainesville and Hawthorne;

•

Suitability as a transition zone to conservation areas;

Land suitability for concentrated, mixed use economic develop-

•

Opportunity to maintain and enhance existing agricultural adjacen-

ment;
•

cies, heritage, and character of the area;

Opportunity to protect/preserve adjacent communities, including

•

Windsor; and
•

Proximity to the open space framework/network to support
outdoor recreation economy.

3.

Rural Lands
Rural Lands were identified in locations that were designed to maintain
and enhance the rural development form and landscape that define the
edges of the urbanizing areas, and to preserve the natural and cultural
assets, particularly of Windsor, which embody the area’s heritage and
traditions. The location of Rural Lands was based upon the following
criteria:
•

Proximity to and opportunity to protect and enhance the existing
rural community of Windsor;

•

Potential to contain and define the edge of the proposed EOMU
Land Use areas; and

•

Opportunity to maintain the character and form of the existing
development pattern as a natural extension of Windsor.
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Proximity to potential commercial and/or institutional uses within
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Serving as a “greenbelt” to limit sprawl and promote compact
development; and

•

Land suitability for agriculture and silviculture uses.

9

PART 1: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FUTURE LAND USE ELEMENT
A.

Addition of a New General Strategy, General Strategy 4.

EA-EOMU Land Use Standards

Policy 10.2.6.3.1

Mixed Use Jobs Center

Policy 10.2.6.3.2 EA-EOMU Limiting Impaces on Resources
Policy 10.2.6.3.3 EA-EOMU Open Space
Policy 10.2.6.4

EA-EOMU Jobs to Housing Balance

Policy 10.2.6.5

EA-EOMU Mixture of Housing Options

Policy 10.2.6.6

EA-EOMU Design Standards

Addition of a New 10.0 including an Introduction, Objective and Policy

Policy 10.2.6.7

EA-EOMU Retail Uses Design Standards

Series

Policy 10.2.6.8

EA-EOMU Protection of Edges

Policy 10.2.6.9

EA-EOMU Access to Civic Uses

Policy 10.2.6.10

EA-EOMU Circulation and Connectivity

Policy 10.2.7

Clean, Healthy Environment

GENERAL STRATEGY 4
B.

Policy 10.2.6.3

10.0 ENVISION ALACHUA SECTOR PLAN (EASP)
OBJECTIVE 10.1 – ENVISION ALACHUA SECTOR PLAN FRAMEWORK
Policy 10.1.1

Consistency with Future Land Use Element Principles

OBJECTIVE 10.3 – EA-EOMU STANDARDS

Policy 10.1.1.1

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 1

Policy 10.3.1

EA-EOMU Area A Intent/Vision

Policy 10.1.1.2

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 2

Policy 10.3.1.1

Area A Development Program

Policy 10.1.1.3

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 3

Policy 10.3.1.2

Area A Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Policy 10.1.1.4

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 4

Policy 10.3.1.3

Area A Mix of Uses

Policy 10.1.2

Envision Alachua Sector Plan – Conflicting policy procedure

Policy 10.3.1.4

Area A Natural Resources Protection

Policy 10.1.3

Envision Alachua Long Term Master Plan (General)

Policy 10.3.2

EA-EOMU Area B Intent/Vision

Policy 10.1.4

Development Program

Policy 10.3.2.1

Area B Development Program

Policy 10.3.2.2

Area B Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Policy 10.3.2.3

Area B Mix of Uses

Policy 10.3.2.4

Area B Natural Resources Protection

Policy 10.3.2.5

Area B Design Standards

Policy 10.3.3

EA-EOMU Area C Intent/Vision

Policy 10.3.3.1

Area C Development Program

Policy 10.3.3.2

Area C Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Policy 10.3.3.3

Area C Mix of Uses

Policy 10.3.3.4

Area C Natural Resources Protection

Policy 10.3.4

EA-EOMU Area D Intent/Vision

Policy 10.3.4.1

Area D Development Program

Policy 10.3.4.2

Area D Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Policy 10.3.4.3

Area D Mix of Uses

OBJECTIVE 10.2– LAND USE GENERAL
Policy 10.2.1

Establish Future Land Use Map

Policy 10.2.2

Planning Horizon

Policy 10.2.3

Rural (EA-RUR)

Policy 10.2.4

Agriculture (EA-AG)

Policy 10.2.5

Conservation (EA-CON)

Policy 10.2.5.1

EA-CON Natural Resource Protection

Policy 10.2.5.2

EA-CON Deed Restrictions

Policy 10.2.5.3

EA-CON DSAP Inclusion

Policy 10.2.6

Employment Oriented Mixed Use (EA-EOMU)

Policy 10.2.6.1

EA-EOMU Statement of Land Use Efficiencies

Policy 10.2.6.2

EA-EOMU Functional Placemaking Components

APPENDICES

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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Policy 10.3.4.4

Area D Natural Resources Protection

OBJECTIVE 10.5 – PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Policy 10.3.4.5

Area D Timing of Development

Policy 10.5.1

Transportation

Policy 10.3.5

EA-EOMU Area E Intent/Vision

Policy 10.5.2

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer Centralized Services

Policy 10.3.5.1

Area E Development Program

Policy 10.5.2.1

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer – EOMU

Policy 10.3.5.2

Area E Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Policy 10.5.2.2

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer - Hawthorne Reserve

Policy 10.3.5.3

Area E Mix of Uses

Policy 10.3.5.4

Area E Natural Resources Protection

Policy 10.5.2.3

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer – Limitation

Policy 10.3.5.5

Area E Timing of Development

Policy 10.5.3

Stormwater Level of Service Standard

Policy 10.5.4

Schools

Policy 10.5.5

Financing

OBJECTIVE 10.4.1 – NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION (GENERAL)
Policy 10.4.1.1

Timing of Conservation Easements

Policy 10.4.1.2

Conservation Management Plans

OBJECTIVE 10.6 – IMPLEMENTATION

Policy 10.4.1.2.1

Management Plans – Content

Policy 10.6.1

Policy 10.4.1.2.2

Management Plans – Timing

Policy 10.4.1.2.1

Management Plans – Advisors

Policy 10.6.2

DSAP Buildout Date

Policy 10.4.1.2.1

Management Plans – Implementation

Policy 10.6.3

DSAP Size

Policy 10.4.1.3

Protection of Important Natural Resource Area Edges

Policy 10.6.4

DSAP Minimum Requirements

Policy 10.4.1.4

Protection of Strategic Ecosystems

Policy 10.6.5

DSAP Open Space

Policy 10.4.1.5

Protection of Sinkhole(s)

Policy 10.6.6

Infrastructure Financing Minimum Requirements

Policy 10.6.6.1

Capital Improvements Element Future Amendment

Policy 10.6.7

DSAP Water and Wastewater

Policy 10.6.8

DSAP Transportation

Policy 10.6.9

DSAP Stormwater

Policy 10.6.10

DSAP Remedies

Policy 10.6.11

Intergovernmental Coordination

Policy 10.6.11.1

Community Participation

OBJECTIVE 10.4.3 – WATER RESOURCE PROTECTION

Policy 10.6.11.2

Resource Protection – Coordination

Policy 10.4.3.1

Water Supply Strategy

Policy 10.6.11.3

Schools Coordination

Policy 10.4.3.2

Conservation – first Strategies for Water Supply

Policy 10.4.3.3

Natural System Needs

Policy 10.4.3.4

Wastewater as a Water Source

Policy 10.4.3.5

Water Quality Improvement

OBJECTIVE 10.4.2 – NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION (DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS)

104

Area

Policy 10.4.2.1

Wetlands Protection

Policy 10.4.2.2

Floodplain

Policy 10.4.2.3

Cultural Resource Assessment

Policy 10.4.2.4

Intergovernmental Coordination for Resource Protection
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Permitted Uses Without a Detailed Specific Area Plan
(DSAP)

MAPS
Map F.17, Envision Alachua Sector Plan Framework Map
Map F.17-A, Envision Alachua East Area Inset Map
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MAPS

EXHIBITS
Exhibit 10.1:

Walkability Pattern Guide

Exhibit 10.2:

Block layout example for most intense mixed-use locations

Exhibit 10.3:

Block layout examples for R&D/Office/Institutional

Exhibit 10.4:

Block layout examples for Manufacturing

Exhibit 10.5:

Block layout examples for Neighborhoods

Exhibit 10.6:

Conceptual Site Design for Hawthorne Reserve Area

Map 11.A, Envision Alachua (EA) Mobility District Map
PART 3: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
ELEMENT
A.

Amend Existing Policies

Policy 1.2.4
Policy 1.3.2

Amended to add a new subsection (c)(4).

PART 2: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE TRANSPORTATION MOBILITY
ELEMENT
A.

Amend Principle 3

PRINCIPLE 3
B.

Amend Existing Policies

OBJECTIVE 1.2 - Transportation Management Outside of Urban Cluster
and Sector Plan Mobility Areas
Policy 1.4.1
C.

Addition of a new Objective 1.10 and Policy Series

OBJECTIVE 1.10 – ENVISION ALACHUA TRANSPORTATION MOBILITY
DISTRICT
Policy 1.10.1

Envision Alachua Sector Plan (EASP) Mobility

Policy 1.10.2

Envision Alachua Mobility District

Policy 1.10.3

EA Mobility Fee

Policy 1.10.4

EA Mobility Fee Credit

Policy 1.10.5

EA Mobility District Levels of Service

Policy 1.10.6

SIS Facilities Levels of Service

Policy 1.10.7

Transportation – SR 20 Transition to an Urban Facility

Policy 1.10.8

Internal Street Network Requirements

Policy 1.10.9

LOS Mitigation

Policy 1.10.10

Transportation – Additional Railroad Crossing on US 301

Policy 1.10.11

Transportation Facility Improvements
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PART 1: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FUTURE LAND USE ELEMENT

PART 1: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FUTURE LAND USE ELEMENT

A.

B.

Addition of a New General Strategy, General Strategy 4.

Addition of a New 10.0 including an Introduction, Objective and Policy
Series

GENERAL STRATEGY 4
Promote land development that creates economic development opportuni-

10.0 ENVISION ALACHUA SECTOR PLAN (EASP)

ties that support and enhance the innovation economy of Alachua County.

The Envision Alachua Sector Plan (EASP) establishes the Objectives and

Implementation shall be through policies and processes that recognize the

Policies for 60,000+ acres of lands located in the eastern portion of Alachua

following provisions as components of an important and necessary planning

County, and is referred to in these policies as the “Planning Area.” During an

framework:

extensive 2-year visioning process, community representatives articulated

•

Create economic progress opportunities that support and enhance

a future vision to leverage the opportunities associated with planning for

the innovation economy, provide job opportunities and services at all

such a large-scale land area while it remained under a single ownership. The

economic levels, and ensure a robust and sustainable economy.

Framework Map for the Planning Area reflects the collaborative work of

•

Protect and retain regionally significant lands for conservation, habitat
protection and wildlife connectivity.

•

Support the development of communities that have a balanced and
compatible mix of land uses and employ environmentally sustainable

the citizen-based Envision Alachua planning process and illustrates land use
relationships that will support a future economic development area in East
Alachua County and:
•

the innovation economy, provide job opportunities and services at all

development practices while conserving lands to protect ecosystems,
wildlife corridors and working landscapes.
•

Address long-term needs for water supply, water quality, and water

economic levels and ensure a robust and sustainable economy;
•

community goals for land conservation and natural resource protection.
•

•

wildlife corridors and working landscapes; and
•

Promotes and encourages long-term planning for conservation,
development, and agriculture on a landscape scale as identified within

Maintain agriculture and silviculture as viable and sustainable economic

Chapter 163.3245, F.S. The Envision Alachua Framework Map illustrates

activities.

this planning strategy through four primary land use components:

Develop partnerships for planning and delivering required infrastructure

1.

with utility providers.
•

development practices while conserving lands to protect ecosystems,

Attract development that supports a sustainable economic future
for residents at all wage and skill levels while being compatible with

Supports the development of communities that have a balanced and
compatible mix of land uses and employ environmentally sustainable

conservation.
•

Creates economic progress opportunities that support and enhance

Are of sufficient size and land use composition to support a variety of
employment opportunities and social activities.

Conservation Lands

The vision for the EASP Conservation Lands considers the broader
regional landscape setting within which the lands are located; the
identification of key environmental linkages in the regional landscape;
the identification of sufficient lands to accommodate future
needs of Alachua County for jobs creation centers and expanding
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silvicultural uses; and the identification of significant environmental
resources within lands targeted for urban uses for resource protection and management. Conservation Lands were identified in locations
that would protect valuable natural resources, particularly those that
support the long-term economic and environmental objectives of
Alachua County. The locations of Conservation Lands were based upon
the following criteria:
•

Contribution to regional landscape linkages within Northern

2.

Urban Lands, designated as Employment Oriented Mixed Uses (EOMU)
in the EASP, were identified in locations that would focus future growth
in a few key developable areas to maximize economic potential while
minimizing development pressure on surrounding rural, agricultural and
conservation areas. The location of EOMU Lands was based upon the
following criteria:
•

Protection of large wetland strands and major tributary systems
and large, forested wetland strands that provide core habitat that

anchors;
•

Contiguity with existing conservation lands and Plum Creek

•

Opportunity to build upon Alachua County’s “Emerald Necklace”;

•

Contribution to the conservation and enhancement of natural
resources, local and regional watersheds and natural preserves

•

•

•

Enhancement of Lochloosa Creek’s connected wetland system

Land suitability for concentrated, mixed use economic development;

•

Opportunity to protect/preserve adjacent communities, including
Windsor; and

(Paynes Prairie, Lochloosa Lake, Newnan’s Lake Conservation
Area, Orange Lake, Phifer Flatwoods, Balu Forest);

Proximity to existing population centers, including Gainesville, east
Gainesville and Hawthorne;

conservation easements in Alachua County;
•

Access to significant existing infrastructure, including major
roadways, airports and rail;

supports numerous native game and non-game species.
•

Leveraging existing resources – building upon existing infrastructure, nearby population centers and institutional and commercial

Florida;
•

Urban Lands (Employment Oriented Mixed Uses)

•

Proximity to the open space framework/network to support
outdoor recreation economy.

to promote linkages for wildlife habitat and to build upon East

The EOMU Land Use development pattern standards identify the relation-

Alachua County’s conservation framework; and

ship between the mix of uses, including residential uses and employment,

Integration of green infrastructure, including its role in stormwater
management to minimize flooding and in maintaining connections
between natural areas to support wildlife movement, as well as its
role as a community amenity and regional recreation destination.

APPENDICES

population; the identification of lands targeted for agricultural and

supporting commercial uses, recreation and open spaces. Some employment
driven locations within the EOMU will include a highly integrated mix of
employment and residential uses concentrated to promote walkability and
facilitate synergies among uses. Other locations within the EOMU will be less
intense while maintaining the principles of walkability. See Exhibit 10.1 for an
example graphic that illustrates these principles.
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EXHIBIT 10.1: Walkability Pattern Guide

neighborhoods through the inclusion of transitional intensity uses, buffering,
landscaping, and natural open space. This interconnected, flexible land use
framework will accommodate a range of development parcel sizes and types
to appeal to a broad spectrum of users, including institutional/research/
office anchors. See Exhibit 10.3 for a set of three example alternative street
network configurations that illustrate how the network could be altered to
accommodate the needs of a variety of different employment users.
EXHIBIT 10.3: Block layout examples for R&D/Office/Industrial

INTENSE MIXED USE: The most intense mixed-use locations will include a
highly integrated and interconnected mix of land uses to include employment, residential, cultural and institutional uses as well as smaller scale or
experimental agriculture. The horizontally and vertically integrated mix of
uses will provide a blend of uses in an urban setting that will become the
focal point for activity within the larger community. See Exhibit 10.2 for an
example street network layout that illustrates these principles.
EXHIBIT 10.2: Block layout example for most intense mixed-use locations

MANUFACTURING. Advanced manufacturing is a special primary use that
will support a mix of uses within the EOMU. These uses will be located to
capitalize on regional highway and railroad access and will include a variety
of parcel sizes that will accommodate a range of advanced manufacturing
uses. This integrated land use “ladder” will accommodate the evolution from

108

R&D / OFFICE / INSTITUTIONAL. In addition to high intensity mixed use

idea incubation through production and distribution. See Exhibit 10.4 for a

areas, there will be some locations that are focused on R&D/Office/Institu-

set of three example alternative street network configurations that illustrate

tional. These areas will also conform to all of the development pattern

how the network could be altered to accommodate the needs of a variety of

standards for the EOMU and will integrate/interconnect with adjacent

different employment users.
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NEIGHBORHOODS. Mixed-density neighborhoods will be located within
walking distance of an open space amenity and connected via a system of
trails/paths to the overall open space network. Neighborhood identity will be
enhanced by the siting of major community amenities (schools, civic uses,
neighborhood retail, community parks, trail head, etc). Innovative housing
designs intended to maximize energy efficiency are envisioned, and will inform
siting, orientation and architectural expression to the greatest extent possible.
See Exhibit 10.5 for a set of three example alternative street network configurations that illustrate how the network could be altered to accommodate the

APPENDICES

EXHIBIT 10.4: Block layout examples for Manufacturing

EXHIBIT 10.5: Block layout examples for Neighborhoods

3.

Rural Lands

Rural Lands were identified in locations that were designed to maintain
and enhance the rural development form and landscape that define the
edges of the urbanizing areas, and to preserve the natural and cultural
assets, particularly of Windsor, which embody the area’s heritage and
traditions. The location of Rural Lands was based upon the following
criteria:
•

needs of a variety of different types of residential products.

Proximity to and opportunity to protect and enhance the existing
rural community of Windsor;

•

Potential to contain and define the edge of the proposed EOMU
Land Use areas; and

•

Opportunity to maintain the character and form of the existing
development pattern as a natural extension of Windsor.
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4.

Agricultural Lands

Agriculture Lands were identified to maintain functioning, productive agricultural and silvicultural operations and lands, accommodate
agricultural support activities, and protect valuable farmland for use by
existing and future generations. The location of Agriculture Lands was
based upon the following criteria:
•

Proximity to potential commercial and/or institutional uses within
EOMU Lands;

OBJECTIVE 10.1 – ENVISION ALACHUA SECTOR PLAN FRAMEWORK
Provide a land use and development framework for the Envision Alachua
Sector Plan through the creation of a Long Term Master Plan (LTMP) with
a 50-year planning horizon that serves the public interest of the citizens
of Alachua County by guiding conservation and development practices in a
manner that ensures adequate protection of resources while strengthening
the economic viability of the eastern portion of Alachua County.
Policy 10.1.1

•

Suitability as a transition zone to conservation areas;

Element planning principles adopted by Alachua County which function to

•

Opportunity to maintain and enhance existing agricultural adjacen-

guide the County’s future land use policy.

cies, heritage, and character of the area;
•

•

Policy 10.1.1.1

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 1

Serving as a “greenbelt” to limit sprawl and promote compact

The EASP shall promote sustainable land development that provides for

development; and

a balance of economic opportunity, social equity including environmental

Land suitability for agriculture and silviculture uses.

justice, and protection of the natural environment through:
a.

The provision of large-scale sites for research, education and employ-

Overall Planning Framework

ment uses consistent with the local and regional needs to support the

The planning framework for the Envision Alachua Sector Plan is defined

growing innovation economy;

through the Long Term Master Plan by establishing policies that address four

b.

The provision of significant areas for conservation in a manner that

important strategy components:

protects high value ecological resources based upon their contribu-

1.

Economic Progress. Generate and attract economic progress opportuni-

tion to regional landscape linkages, contiguity with existing conserva-

ties that will support and enhance the innovation economy of Alachua

tion lands, and the opportunity to contribute to the conservation and

County;

enhancement of natural resources, community watersheds, and natural

Conservation and Natural Resource Protection. Conserve lands to

preserves; and

2.

protect ecosystems, wildlife corridors and working landscapes;
3.

4.

c.

The concentration of future development in specific areas and the

Support Uses. Provide a full spectrum of uses to insure a balanced and

location of conservation lands in a manner that will contribute to

complete community; and

regional conservation linkages.

Community Engagement. Provide opportunities for community engagement in planning for a future that provides a high quality of life for
all current and future residents on and around the Envision Alachua
Planning Area.

110

Consistency with Future Land Use Element Principles

The Envision Alachua Sector Plan is consistent with the Future Land Use
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Policy 10.1.1.2

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 2

All development within the EASP shall ensure the provision of necessary
services and infrastructure, focus urban development in clearly defined
areas, and strengthen the separation of rural and urban uses through:

9

The leverage of existing local and regional assets to create economic

distances between the majority of residential uses and employment

progress opportunities in support of nearby population centers that are

opportunities within the Planning Area. This development pattern shall

in need of additional jobs. These assets include but are not limited to:

be connected and organized in a manner that supports compact urban

•

b.

form, and connected, pedestrian-friendly communities.

University of Florida, Sante Fe College, and other educational
institutions;

Policy 10.1.2

Envision Alachua Sector Plan – Conflicting policy

•

Existing rail infrastructure;

•

Existing highway infrastructure, particularly the access provided by

The Envision Alachua Sector Plan – Planning Area (Map F.17) shall be

SR 20, SR 24, SR 26, and US 301;

governed by policies of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan including

•

Shands and other healthcare facilities;

•

Existing Silviculture and Agriculture; and

APPENDICES

a.

procedure

those policies contained in Objectives 10.1 through 10.6, of the Future Land
Use Element and policies contained in Objective 1.10, of the Transportation
Mobility Element, Alachua County Comprehensive Plan. In the event that

The placement of conservation lands and the use of compatible land

there is determined to be a direct or indirect conflict between the Envision

use or buffer transitions to protect and separate urban uses along the

Alachua Sector Plan Objectives and Policies and the Goals, Objectives and

development edge from adjacent rural uses.

Policies of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan, the Envision Alachua
Sector Plan Objectives and Policies shall control. All goals, objectives and

Policy 10.1.1.3

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 3

The EASP recognizes residential neighborhoods as a collective asset for all

policies in the Alachua County Comprehensive plan that do not directly or
indirectly conflict with the EASP shall apply to the Planning Area.

residents of the county through:
a.

b.

The protection and enhancement of Rural Clusters by maintaining the

Policy 10.1.3

permitted uses, densities and standards provided in the Rural/Agricul-

The Long Term Master Plan (LTMP) for the Envision Alachua Sector Plan

tural land use category in effect on the date of adoption of the EASP

– Planning Area (Map F.17) consists of the policies contained in Objectives

Plan Amendment on lands directly adjacent to the Rural Clusters.

10.1 through 10.6, of the Future Land Use Element and policies contained

Enhance Hawthorne and East Gainesville by providing job opportunities
in close proximity to the residents of Hawthorne and East Gainesville.

Policy 10.1.1.4

Strategies Supporting FLUE Principle 4

Envision Alachua Long Term Master Plan (General)

in Objective 1.10, of the Transportation Mobility Element, Alachua County
Comprehensive Plan, Future Land Use Element. These policies constitute the
Long Term Master Plan (LTMP) and address the following requirements of
state law:
a.

Future Land Use designations contained on a Framework Map;

range and mix of land uses through:

b.

Water supply;

a.

c.

Transportation;

d.

Regionally significant facilities;

e.

Regionally significant natural resources;

The EASP creates and promotes cohesive communities that provide for a full
A Detailed Specific Area Plan (DSAP) approval process that prohibits a
DSAP with single use residential EOMU and establishes the appropriate
mix of uses at the time of DSAP approval; and
b.

The use of an integrated development pattern that minimizes walking
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f.

General development principles and guidelines; and

g.

General procedures and policies to facilitate intergovernmental coordi-

d.

ment program maximums set forth herein shall be allocated to Areas
of the Planning Area as provided in the policies of Objective 10.3. Over

nation.
Policy 10.1.4

Allocation of development rights within the Planning Area. The develop-

time, unused allocations shall not be deemed to be extinguished as
Areas “build-out” and shall be permitted to shift to other Areas within

Development Program

The percentage distribution among the mix of uses within the EA-EOMU

the Planning Area consistent with the maximum development program

mixed use land use designation is provided through standards for measuring

established for each Area in the policies of Objective 10.3.

the maximum development program permitted within the Envision Alachua

e.

The square footage of any development that is included within the

Planning Area which shall be based upon the following:

EASP Planning Area that is subsequently included within a Campus

a.

Master Plan and separately mitigated shall be in addition to the

Maximum Development Program Baseline.

Residential:

10,500 homes*

Non-residential:

15.5 million square feet**

(R&D/Office/Advanced Manufacturing/Commercial)

maximum development program in Policy 10.1.4.
OBJECTIVE 10.2– LAND USE
Provide compact community design standards that advance the form and

*

Accessory dwelling units may be provided; however, such units shall be

practice of land planning and development for the purposes of achieving

in addition to the maximum residential units noted above.

significant economic progress and conservation goals and achieving lower

**

levels of the consumption of resources in general, and specifically including

Facilities to serve the community including, but not limited to, schools,

places of worship, government services, recreation, utilities, and civic facili-

reduced consumption of energy (electricity and transportation), land and

ties, shall be provided as needed. Floor area for such facilities shall be in

water supply.

addition to the maximum nonresidential square footage noted above.
b.

Conversions. The development program shall be flexible to allow for
minor adjustments in land uses over the course of the estimated
50-year planning period to respond to changing market conditions.
Conversions of residential units to nonresidential floor area, and conversions of nonresidential floor area to residential units, shall be permitted
based on the following standard: 1 dwelling unit = 2500 square feet of
nonresidential floor area. Conversions shall be limited such that the
maximum increase in the number of residential units or the floor area of
nonresidential space shall not exceed 10% of the maximums set forth in
10.1.4. above.

c.

Policy 10.2.1

The Envision Alachua Sector Plan Framework Map and the East Area Inset
Map are hereby adopted as a part of the Alachua County Future Land Use
Map Series, Map F.17 and Map F.17-A and includes areas for urban development. The EASP functions as a large-scale alternative to the Urban Cluster
and Activity Centers concepts of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan
policies for managing and directing urban development. The adopted future
land use map categories include Rural (EA-RUR), Agriculture (EA-AG),
Conservation (EA-CON) and Employment Oriented Mixed Use (EA-EOMU).
The future land use map series for the EASP includes:
a.

Measurement. Non-residential Square footage shall be measured based
upon areas under roof (heated and cooled).

Establish Future Land Use Map

The future land use designations as depicted on Map F.17 and Map
F.17-A.;

b.

The multimodal transportation district boundaries as depicted on Map
11.A (Transportation Element); and
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All maps for natural resources and resource conditions that are included
in the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan.

The policies and provisions related to wetland protection, floodplain protection, and the Strategic Ecosystem protection are specifically contained within
the policies of Objective 10. No additional land use overlays, text defined
overlays or other similar mechanism that limits or restricts the use of land
other than the policies of Objective 10 shall apply.
Policy 10.2.2

Planning Horizon

The LTMP provides a cohesive and coordinated program for the future of
East Alachua County with an expected planning horizon of 50 years.
Policy 10.2.3

Rural (EA-RUR)

The EA-RUR land use category shall be equivalent to the Rural/Agriculture

per 40 acres shall be permitted.
Policy 10.2.5

Agriculture (EA-AG)

Permitted uses with the EA-AG land use category on the Future Land Use

residential uses, and no transfer of density shall be allowed from lands
designated as EA-CON.
Within the EA-CON land use category, silviculture uses employing the latest
applicable best management practices of the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services shall be permitted, and the following uses
generally shall be permitted to the extent that they do not significantly alter
the natural functions of the conservation area:
a.

Public and private conservation, recreation and open space uses.

b.

Public and private wildlife preserves, hunting areas, game management
and refuge areas.

c.

Mitigation Areas.

d.

Water conservation and retention/detention areas that are determined

Map include agricultural activities including silviculture; mining, excavation
and fill operations; and other agricultural uses, such as cattle grazing,
cultivation of field crops, vegetable crops, dairies and those commercial or
other uses on a limited scale serving or ancillary to agricultural activities,
such as associated research facilities, farm equipment and supplies, sales
or service, farmers’ markets, agritourism activities, composting, limited
agricultural processing as provided in Policy 6.1.8 of the Future Land Use
Element, limited industrial uses related to agriculture and agricultural
products distribution. Rural residential uses, home-based businesses,

Conservation (EA-CON)

Lands assigned the EA-CON land use category shall not be permitted

land use category.
Policy 10.2.4

to be appropriate for stormwater management.
e.

Agricultural uses, employing latest applicable best management
practices.

f.

Road crossings planned and designed using guidelines as provided in
2013 Florida Department of Transportation Wildlife Crossing Guidelines,
including up to four new crossings of Lochloosa Creek, to serve
motorized vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists, and utilities.
i.

The provisions of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan

heritage tourism and ecotourism activities, resource-based recreation

relating to wetlands and floodplain protection, and associated

and outdoor activity-based recreation, water conservation and retention/

implementing regulations, shall be applicable within EA-CON with

detention areas that are determined to be appropriate for stormwater

an exception as required to accommodate the four permitted

management are also allowed. Other uses involving animals not normally

crossings.

associated with agricultural activities, which would be suitable in the EA-RUR

APPENDICES

c.

ii.

To minimize encroachment into EA-CON areas at the crossing

areas, such as animal sanctuaries, kennels, and commercial animal raising are

locations, existing forestry roadways shall be given priority in

permitted. New residential uses at a maximum density of one dwelling unit

design, street layout and siting considerations. In those four
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iii.

circumstances only, wetland acreage and function shall be

Policy 10.2.5.3

protected through compliance with state and federal environ-

As a part of any specific DSAP application, the DSAP shall include EA-CON

mental permitting requirements.

Lands that do not have a conservation easement in place on the date of the

Development within the 100-year floodplain shall be permitted to
accommodate the four road crossings to the extent that it does
not result in adverse impacts as measured by an increase in peak
stage or discharge outside of the EASP boundary. Compensating
storage areas may be utilized on an EASP-wide basis to mitigate
the potential for adverse impacts that could occur as a result of an
increase in peak stage or discharge outside of the EASP boundary.

Policy 10.2.5.1

EA-CON Natural Resource Protection

Areas designated as Conservation Land Use (EA-CON) shall be permanently
protected, and maintained as undeveloped conservation, silviculture or
agriculture areas or for natural resource protection and passive recreational
uses and shall be subject to a conservation management plan enforced
through the conservation covenants or easements. It is the intent that

adoption of the EASP in direct proportion to the total development program
included within the DSAP.
Policy 10.2.6

Employment Oriented Mixed Use (EA-EOMU)

The EA-EOMU is an urban land use designation that permits the full range
of employment based uses including wholesale, warehousing, storage and
distribution, research and development uses and industrial/manufacturing
uses; the full range of residential uses; supporting commercial uses (office,
retail, hotel and service uses); neighborhood-scale commercial uses; university campuses, schools, civic and public uses; recreation uses; agricultural
uses; mining, excavation and fill operations; and conservation uses. The range
of allowable uses shall be broadly interpreted so as to allow those types of
uses compatible with uses listed herein and consistent with the overall intent
of the applicable policies.

through these policies these areas be protected, which protection shall be

Policy 10.2.6.1

enforced over time through a combination of conservation covenants and

The state and regional goals achieved through the Envision Alachua Sector

conservation easements, and that ultimately, at build out, all lands designated

Plan are made possible by the efficiencies of energy, land and water achieved

as EA-CON shall be protected by conservation easement. The management

by the functional placemaking components of the EA-EOMU. The County

plan shall establish management objectives, outline procedures, and define

recognizes that concentration of development in key areas in order to

the roles and responsibilities for managing these areas. The plan shall also

accommodate large-scale employment centers and conservation of signifi-

provide for the protection of species listed by FFWCC and USFWS.

cant natural lands as EA-CON and as Open Space, prevents Urban Sprawl,

Policy 10.2.5.2

EA-CON Deed Restrictions

Within 90 days of effective date of the EASP, a deed restriction shall be filed
for lands within EA-CON that do not have a conservation easement in place
on the date of the adoption of the EASP that sets forth the land use limitations as provided in the EA-CON future land use category. This deed restric-
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EA-CON DSAP Inclusion

EA-EOMU Statement of Land Use Efficiencies

supports the creation of compact, mixed-use development and is therefore
determined to be of overriding public interest. Therefore, in order to achieve
these purposes, limited impacts to natural systems and wetlands within the
EA-EOMU may occur to the extent they are authorized by the policies of
Objective 10.3 and state and federal environmental permits.

tion shall remain in effect until such time as either the County reduces the

Policy 10.2.6.2

development program of the EASP without the consent of the land owner or

The functional place-making components for development within the

the land owner provides formal notice to the County of abandonment of the

EA-EOMU shall include the following:

EASP.

a.
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EA-EOMU Functional Placemaking Components

Mix of Uses (Policies 10.3.1.3, 10.3.2.3, 10.3.3.3, 10.3.4.3, and 10.3.5.3);

9

c.

Balance of development program over time (jobs to housing ratio)

for the safe passage of wildlife, and provide other significant environmental

(Policies 10.2.6.4 – 10.2.6.5);

benefits.

Protection of Natural Resources, Wetlands, and Floodplain (Policies
10.4.2.1 – 10.4.2.4);

d.

APPENDICES

b.

Policy 10.2.6.3.3 EA-EOMU Open Space
EA-EOMU Open Space shall be defined as any natural, recreational, or

Design Standards (organization of development and land form) Policies

common open areas, either publicly or privately owned, set aside, dedicated,

10.6.2.3, 10.2.6.3.1, 10.2.6.3.2, 10.2.6.3.3, 10.2.6.6 – 10.2.6.8);

designated, or reserved for the private use or enjoyment of owners or

e.

Access to Civic Uses (Policy 10.2.6.9); and

occupants of land adjoining such open space, or for the public at large. When

f.

Circulation and Connectivity (Policy 10.2.6.10).

Policy 10.2.6.3

EA-EOMU Land Use Standards

Land use standards for lands within EA-EOMU are provided for each of the
five specified geographic areas as depicted in Map F.17.A. within the policies
of Objective 10.3.

land development involves a parcel that contains conservation areas as
provided in Policy 10.4.2.1, the open space requirements shall be fulfilled first
with conservation areas, then with other allowable types of open space.
Policy 10.2.6.4

EA-EOMU Jobs to Housing Balance

The EA-EOMU shall create regional scale economic development opportunities that support and enhance the innovation economy of Alachua County

Policy 10.2.6.3.1 EA-EOMU Mixed Use Jobs Center

and cohesive communities that support these economic opportunities

The Mixed Use Jobs Center provides for a focused hub of urban develop-

through a mix of land uses. The DSAP approval process shall prohibit the

ment that includes a mix of both residential and non-residential uses and

establishment of a DSAP in which the EOMU contains only residential uses.

occurs only with EA-EOMU Area A (Area A) as depicted in Map F.17.A. The

The EA-EOMU shall:

Mixed Use Jobs Center shall require mixed-use development with active

a.

Achieve a jobs-to-housing balance of 3 jobs per residential unit that

ground-floor uses focused along primary streets and available access to

is measured over the entire land use category (that is, jobs divided by

public transit, providing a compatible mix of employment, housing, shopping,

residential units meets or exceeds 3.00 at total project build out).

and community civic uses, which will serve as a focal point for Area A.
a.

b.

Measurement for achieving the jobs-to-housing balance shall be based

Location

upon the following:

The Mixed Use Jobs Center shall be located within 1.25 miles of SR 20.

i.

within each DSAP, with the exception of the lands within the

Policy 10.2.6.3.2 EA-EOMU Limiting Impacts on Resources

Hawthorne Reserve Area.

Within EA-EOMU, utilities and transportation facilities shall be located,
designed, constructed, and maintained to avoid, minimize and/or mitigate

The jobs-to-housing balance shall be measured for development

ii.

The remedy for failure to achieve the jobs-to-housing ratio during

adverse impacts to natural resource areas that are protected consistent

the development of a DSAP shall be to improve the ratio of jobs

with these policies. In the case of utilities or transportation infrastructure

to housing as a part of the next DSAP submittal. In the event

for which there is no prudent and feasible alternative that avoids adverse

that the jobs to housing ratio drops below 2.00, there shall be no

impacts to conservation and preservation areas, the project shall incorpo-

approval of a subsequent DSAP with residential development until

rate appropriate design features that enhance habitat connectivity, provide

a remedial plan can be developed to improve the ratio of jobs to
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iii.

housing and approved as set forth in an accompanying develop-

of an accessory dwelling unit(s) in a new residential development, the

ment order.

applicant shall provide proof of deed restrictions or covenants requiring
that an accessory unit may not be inhabited unless homestead status

Measurement for compliance shall initially occur five (5) years

is maintained on the lot. Permanent occupancy by the owner of either

after commencement of vertical development, and every five years

the primary or accessory dwelling unit shall be required for all accessory

thereafter.
iv.

The method of measurement shall be based upon the assumptions
that the average amount of floor area per employee by land use is:

R&D/Office

4.0 Employees / KSF

Commercial

2.5 Employees / KSF

Advanced Manufacturing

1.2 Employees / KSF

KSF = 1000 square feet of gross floor area
Policy 10.2.6.5

EA-EOMU – Mixture of Housing Options

Residential development within the EA-EOMU shall provide a range of
residential options that expands the housing choices for existing and future

dwelling units.
b.

to connect to the municipal potable water and sewer system of the
primary residence and shall not have separate services.
Policy 10.2.6.6

EA-EOMU Design Standards

Site and building design, including scale, shall create a pedestrian-, bicycleand transit-friendly environment. Architectural and site design techniques
shall be used to promote walkable and bikeable communities.
a.

The site design shall conform to a compact development pattern, with
opportunities for shopping and workplaces near residential neighbor-

residents of Alachua County, taking into account varying preferences for

hoods;

home size, ownership (own or rent), and unit type (attached or detached).
Assisted and independent living facilities are allowable residential uses.

Water and Sewer Service. All accessory dwelling units shall be required

b.

The site layout and orientation of buildings shall create a development
that is designed around the pedestrian and bicyclist, creates an environ-

To provide for a greater range of choices of housing types in single-family

ment that promotes walking and bicycling as an alternative means

residential areas, affordable housing, and the promotion of infill to new

of mobility, accommodates transit and connects activities within the

and existing neighborhoods while maintaining single family character, one

EOMU;

accessory dwelling unit shall be allowed on single family residential lots in

c.

served by a connected internal street network such that use of existing

density calculations. Performance criteria shall be detailed in the DSAP and

roads is not required or convenient for internal travel, and travel

include elements such as size, site design, landscaping, access, and parking

on CR234 through Windsor by residents and employees within the

requirements and shall meet the following requirements:

EA-EOMU shall be discouraged.

a.

Homestead Exemption Status. Prior to the issuance of a building
permit for the construction of an accessory dwelling unit in an existing

d.

that a majority of housing is within a 1/2 mile radius of non-retail

exemption status establishing ownership and principal residence of
the lot. Prior to the issuance of a building permit for the construction
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The location of residential uses within the EA-EOMU, excluding those
residential uses with the Hawthorne Reserve Area, (Area B) will ensure

residential area, the applicant shall provide proof of homestead
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Development outside the Hawthorne Reserve Area (Area B) shall be

the residential areas of the EASP without being included in gross residential

employment uses.
e.

The location of employment uses with the EA-EOMU will ensure that a

9

Rural/Ag Future Land Use shall be comparable to the built adjacent

transit access for a transit connection to east Gainesville or Hawthorne.

residential development, or be consistent with those uses allowed by

APPENDICES

majority of jobs created shall be located within a 1/2 mile walk of future

the current Comprehensive Plan or shall be separated from existing
Policy 10.2.6.7

EA-EOMU Retail Uses Design Standards

Except within Area B (Hawthorne Reserve Area), single occupant retail uses
50,000 square feet or greater shall provide:
a.

d.

lined by buildings, or
Contain a vertical mixture of uses with at least one (1) story above the
ground floor, or
c.

Multiple floors with a maximum of 50,000 square feet per floor, or

d.

Provide parking on top of the building, or

e.

Meet the alternative parking standards as provided in the DSAP.

Future land uses allowed on EOMU lands adjacent to lands currently in
public ownership and protected by a conservation easement shall be

Separate liner buildings oriented towards a street on at least three (3)
sides of the use with the rear of the building either fronting parking or

b.

homesites by a natural buffer of at least 100’ in width.

separated by a natural buffer of at least 50’.
Property within the Hawthorn Reserve Area shall be subject to the edge
conditions standards until such time that the adjacent land is developed with
urban uses.
Policy 10.2.6.9

EA-EOMU Access to Civic Uses

The EA-EOMU shall include provisions to insure accessibility to civic uses as
follows:
a.

The location of residential uses within the EA-EOMU will ensure that all
residential uses are within a ¼ mile walking distance of recreation/open

Policy 10.2.6.8

EA-EOMU Protection of Edges

The EA-EOMU shall provide open space that establishes clearly defined
edges that separate the urban uses of the EA-EOMU from adjacent privately

space/conservation lands;
b.

spaces shall be adequately sized to accommodate community gardens;

owned land that may be rural, agricultural or conservation lands. The uses
established within the Planning Area shall be located and managed in a

Food production shall be encouraged at the parcel level and some open

c.

The County shall support the development of markets and programs

manner that helps to create and maintain such edges. The edge conditions

within the EA-EOMU that promote the sale of locally produced agricul-

shall be managed based upon the following standards:

tural goods, including but not limited to farmers markets, community

a.

There shall be no extension of utility services from within the EOMU to

gardens, farm to institution programs, and agritourism opportunities.

areas outside of the EASP with the exception of the Hawthorne Reserve

The County shall partner with local community groups and organiza-

Area.

tions and other local governments to pursue funding sources for the

b.

Future land uses allowed on Sector Plan lands within or adjacent to
the Campville Rural Cluster or the Grove Park Rural Cluster shall be
comparable to the built adjacent development, or be consistent with
those uses allowed by the current Comprehensive Plan, or shall be
separated from existing homesites by a natural buffer of at least 100’ in
width.

c.

Future land uses allowed on EOMU lands adjacent to lands designated

development of a sustainable local food system.
Policy 10.2.6.10 EA-EOMU Circulation and Connectivity
Development with the EA-EOMU shall provide for interconnected, mixed-use
development through specific site and design standards that create
pedestrian and bicycle friendly communities, reduce per capita greenhouse
gas emissions and vehicular trips on external roadways and provide development patterns that are transit supportive.
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Policy 10.2.7

Clean, Healthy Environment

informal gatherings, so residents feel a stronger connection to

Development shall support a cleaner, healthy environment that benefits

place and sense of belonging.

the health and well-being of existing and future populations in and near the

iv.

Support lifelong learning by accommodating non-traditional

Planning Area. Development design shall adhere to the following healthy

educational facilities and programs (such as outdoor classrooms

community principles:

and research facilities) in built environment.

a.

Physical Health
i.

v.

Create multi-generational neighborhoods –
•

Support physical activity by locating parks and other recreational

social interaction among different age groups (mentally

facilities in close proximity to concentrations of households and

stimulating for seniors to interact with younger generations),

workplaces.
ii.

and to minimize social isolation and the negative impacts of it.

Construct walkways and bikeways where appropriate to encourage

•

“active transportation.”
iii.

Accommodate urban agriculture and community gardens as well as
outlets for fresh foods (i.e., farmers markets, produce stands, and

c.

Access to Healthcare and Health Services/Programs
i.

or all of the healthcare services and facilities required to meet

address issues of food security and food deserts.

future demand in the eastern part of the county.

Maintain or improve air quality by reducing GHG emissions by

ii.

reducing dependence on automobiles with non-motorized alterna-

rating landscaping in development to improve air quality.
b.

facilitate better access.
d.

Safety Design for safety of motorists, pedestrians and bicyclists
by incorporating facilities that serve all users including complete
streets, off-street paths (bikeways and walkways), and clearly marked

Mental / Emotional / Social Health

crosswalks.

i.

i.

Locate public spaces (parks, greens, plazas, etc) in a manner that
increases exposure to the natural environment (reduce/manage
stress, education).

ii.

Preserve and integrate into the built environment natural vegetation and other features to connect people with nature (reduce/
manage stress, education, connection to place).

iii.

Incorporate a variety of public spaces within new development,
especially within medium- to high-density development that is
designed to support active and passive recreation, and formal and
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Co-locate nursing homes, assisted living facilities and group homes
for special needs populations in proximity to health services to

tive transportation options and a compact form of development
preserving natural vegetation to the extent practicable and incorpo-

Within the Planning Area and in cooperation with Shands, the
Veteran Administration, and other providers, accommodate some

bution, support better nutrition and healthier dietary choices, and

in the appropriate areas to make such alternatives feasible; and

Include a mix of housing types in new neighborhoods to
support residents’ desire to age in place.

food cooperatives) to encourage local food production and distri-

iv.

Co-locate senior housing within neighborhoods to facilitate
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Adhere to general principles of Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) in the design of public spaces.

OBJECTIVE 10.3 – EA-EOMU STANDARDS
Provide specific land use standards with the urban land use designation of
EA-EOMU that establishes a concentration of development in key areas in
order to accommodate large-scale employment centers and the creation of
compact, mixed-use development.
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Policy 10.3.1

EA-EOMU Area A Intent/Vision

The EA-EOMU Area A (Area A) as depicted in Map F.17.A. is envisioned as

Density

a collaborative mixed-use Research & Development (R&D) employment

(Dwelling Units / Gross

Intensity

cluster. Area A is characterized by a diverse mix of compact, integrated

Residential Acre)2

FAR 2

land uses that include supporting residential, retail, commercial, and civic/

Use

Min

Max

Min

Max

R&D / Office

n/a

(1)

0.50

2.00

Commercial

n/a

(1)

n/a

2.00

Residential

20 DU/AC

45 DU/AC

community uses in which people can live, work, learn and play as part of a
healthy and eco-friendly “innovation community.”
Policy 10.3.1.1

Area A Development Program

The standards for measuring the maximum development program permitted
within Area A shall be based upon the following:
a.

Maximum Development Program Baseline*
Residential:

7,000 dwelling units**

Non-residential***:
Research & Development / Office

6.0 million square feet

Advanced Manufacturing

2.0 million square feet

Commercial

1.0 million square feet

*

The maximum development program described for each
EA-EOMU Area is not cumulative and shall be limited by the
overall EASP development program as established in Policy
10.1.4.

**

Mixed Use Jobs Center

Outside Mixed Jobs Use Center
R&D / Office

n/a

(1)

0.20

0.50

Advanced

n/a

n/a

0.15

0.50

Commercial

n/a

n/a

0.20

0.35

Residential

3.0 DU/AC

7.0 DU/AC

Manufacturing

(1) There is no maximum density within vertically mixed use structures. The
maximum residential development is limited by the overall development
program.
(2) Density/Intensity as calculated over the total acreage developed for each
specified use within Area A.

Accessory dwelling units may be provided; however, such units
shall be in addition to the maximum residential units noted
above.

*** Facilities to serve the community including, but not limited to,
schools, places of worship, government services, recreation,
utilities, and civic facilities, shall be provided as needed. Floor
area for such facilities shall be in addition to the maximum
nonresidential square footage noted above.
Policy 10.3.1.2

Area A Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Lands designated within Area A shall be permitted the full range of uses
as described in Policy 10.2.6 with the densities and intensities as described
below.
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Policy 10.3.1.3

Area A Mix of Uses

within Area A shall be protected through compliance with state and federal

Area A shall be developed to accommodate a composite land use mix as

environmental permitting requirements. Obtaining the appropriate state and

described below.

federal environmental permits and compliance with the policies of Objective
10 of the Future Land Use Element shall constitute compliance with the
Minimum

Maximum

comprehensive plan and the land development regulations of Alachua

Open Space (1)

County for the purposes of wetland protection. To minimize encroach-

(Percentage of Area A Total Acres)

ment into wetland areas, existing forestry roadways shall be given priority in
design, street layout and siting considerations.
41%

(1)

Area Net of Open Space

b.

Wetlands Buffers

Wetland ecosystems protected as provided in Policy 10.3.1.4.a. shall be

(Percentage of Area A Total Acres net of open space)

further protected from potential development impacts by buffers with
R&D / Office

15%

30%

minimum widths established in Policy 10.4.1.3.

Manufacturing

0%

20%

Commercial

1%

20%

c.

Residential

40%

75%

Recreation (2)

5%

---

Civic

5%

---

(1) An applicant may provide additional open space above and beyond the

Any development activity permitted within an onsite, or affecting an offsite,
wetland or buffer shall be mitigated in accordance with state and federal
environmental permit requirements.
d.

Floodplain

minimum open space requirement as a part of the DSAP process, however,

Floodplain and Flood prone areas within Area A are currently defined by

the minimum open space standard reflects the requirement of the compre-

the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and specifically the

hensive plan with regard the amount of open space that shall be provided

Zone “A” special flood hazard areas (SFHAs) shown on the effective Flood

within Area A.

Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). The SFHAs within Area A shall be refined by

(2) Active Recreation uses are permitted to occur within the 100 year

their physical and hydrologic characteristics as determined by best available

Floodplain. These recreational lands are supplemental to the passive

data, including but not limited to, LiDAR topography (contours), drainage

recreation uses provided within the EASP Conservation Land Use.

studies, and other professionally acceptable determinants.

Policy 10.3.1.4
a.

Area A Natural Resources Protection

Wetlands Protection

Development within the 100-year floodplain shall be permitted to the extent
that it does not result in adverse impacts as measured by an increase in peak
stage or discharge outside of the EASP boundary. Compensating storage

The County recognizes and determines that the concentration of develop-

areas may be utilized on an EASP-wide basis to mitigate the potential for

ment within Area A to accommodate a large-scale employment center is

adverse impacts that could occur as a result of an increase in peak stage or

of overriding public interest. Therefore limited impacts to natural systems

discharge outside of the EASP boundary.

and wetlands within Area A are permitted and wetland acreage and function
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EA-EOMU Area B Intent/Vision

The EA-EOMU Area B (Area B) as depicted in Map F.17.A is envisioned to be

APPENDICES

Policy 10.3.2

below. R&D/Office and Advanced Manufacturing uses are not permitted
south of SR 20.

an advanced manufacturing and industrial hub with strong connections to
SR 20, US 301, and the railroad. It is envisioned to reinforce the continued

Density

development of the City of Hawthorne by bringing new employment
opportunities that will contribute to the further development and growth of

within Area B shall be based upon the following:
Maximum Development Program Baseline*
Residential:

1,500 dwelling units**

Non-residential***:
Research & Development / Office

1.0 million square feet

Advanced Manufacturing

3.6 million square feet

Commercial

400,000 square feet

*

The maximum development program described for each
EA-EOMU Area is not cumulative and shall be limited by the
overall EASP development program as established in Policy
10.1.4.

**

Residential Acre)

FAR 2

Use

Min

Max

Min

R&D / Office
Advanced

Max

n/a

(1)

0.20

1.00

n/a

n/a

0.15

2.00

Commercial

7.0 DU/AC

15 DU/AC

0.20

1.00

Residential

2.0 DU/AC

7.0 DU/AC

Area B Development Program

The standards for measuring the maximum development program permitted
a.

Intensity

2

the city.
Policy 10.3.2.1

(Dwelling Units / Gross

Accessory dwelling units may be provided; however, such units

Manufacturing

(1) There is no maximum density within vertically mixed use structures. The
maximum residential development is limited by the overall development
program.
2) Density/Intensity as calculated over the total acreage developed for each
specified use within Area B.
Policy 10.3.2.3

Area B Mix of Uses

Area B shall be developed to accommodate a composite land use mix as
described below.

shall be in addition to the maximum residential units noted
above.
*** Facilities to serve the community including, but not limited to,
schools, places of worship, government services, recreation,
utilities, and civic facilities, shall be provided as needed. Floor
area for such facilities shall be in addition to the maximum
nonresidential square footage noted above.
Policy 10.3.2.2

Area B Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Lands designated within Area B shall be permitted the full range of uses
as described in Policy 10.2.6 with the densities and intensities as described

LONG TERM MASTER PLAN
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through compliance with state and federal environmental permitting
Minimum

Maximum

Open Space (1)
(Percentage of Area A Total Acres)

requirements. Obtaining the appropriate state and federal environmental
permits and compliance with the policies of Objective 10 of the Future Land
Use Element shall constitute compliance with the comprehensive plan and

34%

(1)

Area Net of Open Space
(Percentage of Area A Total Acres net of open space)

the land development regulations of Alachua County for the purposes of
wetland protection. To minimize encroachment into wetland areas, existing
forestry roadways shall be given priority in design, street layout and siting
considerations.

Commercial

0%

20%

R&D / Office

0%

15%

Manufacturing

40%

63%

Wetland ecosystems protected as provided in Policy 10.3.2.4.a. shall be

Residential

25%

40%

further protected from potential development impacts by buffers with

Recreation (2)

5%

---

minimum widths established in Policy 10.4.1.3.

Civic

7%

---

c.

Wetlands Buffers

Mitigation

(1) An applicant may provide additional open space above and beyond the

Any development activity permitted within an onsite, or affecting an offsite,

minimum open space requirement as a part of the DSAP process, however,

wetland or buffer shall be mitigated consistent with state and federal

the minimum open space standard reflects the requirement of the compre-

environmental permit requirements.

hensive plan with regard the amount of open space that shall be provided
within Area B.
(2) Active Recreation uses are permitted to occur within the 100 year
Floodplain. These recreational lands are supplemental to the passive
recreation uses provided within the EASP Conservation Land Use.
Policy 10.3.2.4
a.

Area B Natural Resources Protection

Wetlands Protection

d.

Floodplain

Floodplain and Flood prone areas within Area B are currently defined by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and specifically the
Zone “A” special flood hazard areas (SFHAs) shown on the effective Flood
Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). The SFHAs within Area B shall be refined by
their physical and hydrologic characteristics as determined by best available
data, including but not limited to, LiDAR topography (contours), drainage

The provisions of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan relating to

studies, and other professionally acceptable determinants.

wetlands protection, and associated implementing regulations, shall be

Development within the 100-year floodplain shall be permitted to the extent

applicable to Area B south of SR 20.

that it does not result in adverse impacts as measured by an increase in peak

The County recognizes and determines that the creation of development

stage or discharge outside of the EASP boundary. Compensating storage

within Area B to accommodate an Advanced Manufacturing and Industrial

areas may be utilized on an EASP-wide basis to mitigate the potential for

Center is of overriding public interest. Therefore limited impacts to natural

adverse impacts that could occur as a result of an increase in peak stage or

systems and wetlands within Area B north of SR 20 are permitted. The

discharge outside of the EASP boundary.

wetland acreage and function within Area B north of SR20 shall be protected
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Area B Design Standards

*

The maximum development program described for each

Area B, also known as the Hawthorne Reserve Area, shall be designed as

EA-EOMU Area is not cumulative and shall be limited by the

an extension of the existing and planned urban patterns of development

overall EASP development program as established in Policy

that are adjacent to this site. Site and building design, including scale, shall

10.1.4.

create a pedestrian-, bicycle- and transit-friendly environment. Architectural

**

Accessory dwelling units may be provided; however, such units

and site design techniques shall be used to promote walkable and bikeable

shall be in addition to the maximum residential units noted

communities.
a.

b.

above.

The site design shall conform to a compact development pattern, with

*** Facilities to serve the community including, but not limited to,

opportunities for shopping and workplaces near residential neighbor-

schools, places of worship, government services, recreation,

hoods;

utilities, and civic facilities, shall be provided as needed. Floor
area for such facilities shall be in addition to the maximum

The site layout and orientation of buildings shall create a development

nonresidential square footage noted above.

that is designed around the pedestrian and bicyclist, creates an environment that promotes walking and bicycling as an alternative means of
mobility, accommodates transit and connects activities within the EAEOMU as well as to the adjacent urban areas within Hawthorne;
c.

APPENDICES

Policy 10.3.2.5

The location of residential uses within the Hawthorne Reserve will be

Policy 10.3.3.2

Area C Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Lands designated within Area C shall be permitted the full range of uses
as described in Policy 10.2.6 with the densities and intensities as described
below.

located within a ¼ mile walking distance of recreation/open space/
Density

conservation lands.
Policy 10.3.3

(Dwelling Units / Gross

Intensity

Residential Acre)

FAR 2

EA-EOMU Area C Intent/Vision

2

The EA-EOMU Area C (Area C) as depicted in Map F.17.A. is envisioned as

Use

Min

Max

Min

Max

R&D / Office

n/a

(1)

0.20

1.00

Advanced

n/a

n/a

0.15

2.00

Commercial

7.0 DU/AC

15 DU/AC

0.20

1.00

Residential

2.0 DU/AC

7.0 DU/AC

a multi-use campus featuring advanced manufacturing and industrial uses
which leverage the area’s connections to US 301 and the railroad.
Policy 10.3.3.1

Area C Development Program

The standards for measuring the maximum development program permitted
within Area C shall be based upon the following:
a.

Manufacturing

Maximum Development Program Baseline*
Residential:

5,000 dwelling units**

(1) There is no maximum density within vertically mixed use structures. The
maximum residential development is limited by the overall development

Non-residential***:
Research & Development / Office

3.0 million square feet

program.

Advanced Manufacturing

5.0 million square feet

2) Density/Intensity as calculated over the total acreage developed for each

Commercial

500,000 square feet

specified use within Area C.
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Policy 10.3.3.3

Area C Mix of Uses

only the wetland acreage and function within Area C shall be protected

Area C shall be developed to accommodate a composite land use mix as

through compliance with state and federal environmental permitting

described below.

requirements. For the remaining portions of Area C, the provisions of the
Alachua County Comprehensive Plan relating to natural resources protecMinimum

Maximum

Open Space (1)
(Percentage of Area C Total Acres)

tion including wetlands protection, buffers and floodplain shall be applicable.
Obtaining the appropriate state and federal environmental permits and
compliance with the policies of Objective 10 of the Future Land Use Element

30%

(1)

Buildable Area
(Percentage of Area C Total Buildable Acres)

shall constitute compliance with the comprehensive plan and the land
development regulations of Alachua County for the purposes of wetland
protection. To minimize encroachment into wetland areas, existing forestry
roadways shall be given priority in design, street layout and siting consider-

Commercial

0%

10%

ations.

R&D / Office

0%

10%

Manufacturing

25%

50%

Residential

25%

60%

Wetland ecosystems protected as provided in Policy 10.3.3.4.a. shall be

Recreation (2)

5%

---

further protected from potential development impacts by buffers with

Civic

7%

---

minimum widths established in Policy 10.4.1.3.

b.

c.
(1) An applicant may provide additional open space above and beyond the
minimum open space requirement as a part of the DSAP process, however,
the minimum open space standard reflects the requirement of the comprehensive plan with regard the amount of open space that shall be provided

Mitigation

Any development activity permitted within an onsite, or affecting an offsite,
wetland or buffer shall be mitigated consistent with state and federal
environmental permit requirements.

within Area C.

d.

(2) Active Recreation uses are permitted to occur within the 100 year

Floodplain and Flood prone areas within Area C are currently defined by

Floodplain. These recreational lands are supplemental to the passive

the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and specifically the

recreation uses provided within the EASP Conservation Land Use.

Zone “A” special flood hazard areas (SFHAs) shown on the effective Flood

Policy 10.3.3.4
a.

Area C Natural Resources Protection

Wetlands Protection

The County recognizes and determines that the creation of development
within Area C to accommodate rail-based advanced manufacturing is of
overriding public interest. Therefore, limited impacts to natural systems and
wetlands for the purpose of creating a rail spurs and for the construction of
the associated road connections are permitted and in those circumstances

124

Wetlands Buffers
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Floodplain

Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). The SFHAs within Area C shall be refined by
their physical and hydrologic characteristics as determined by best available
data, including but not limited to, LiDAR topography (contours), drainage
studies, and other professionally acceptable determinants.
Development within the 100-year floodplain shall be permitted to the extent
that it does not result in adverse impacts as measured by an increase in peak
stage or discharge outside of the EASP boundary. Compensating storage

9

Policy 10.3.4.2

adverse impacts that could occur as a result of an increase in peak stage or

Lands designated within Area D shall be permitted the full range of uses

discharge outside of the EASP boundary

as described in Policy 10.2.6 with the densities and intensities as described

Policy 10.3.4

EA-EOMU Area D Intent/Vision

Area D Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

below.

The EA-EOMU Area D (Area D) as depicted in Map F.17.A. is envisioned

Density

as a balanced and connected community that provides opportunities for
employment, living, services, education, and recreation in close proximity
to the airport and regional highways within a connected system of natural

Area D Development Program

The standards for measuring the maximum development program permitted
within Area D shall be based upon the following:
a.

Maximum Development Program Baseline*
Residential:

(Dwelling Units / Gross

Intensity

Residential Acre)2

FAR 2

Use

Min

Max

Min

Max

R&D / Office

n/a

(1)

0.20

0.50

Advanced

n/a

n/a

0.15

0.50

0.20

0.50

resources.
Policy 10.3.4.1

Manufacturing
Commercial

7.0 DU/AC

15 DU/AC

Residential

0.20 DU/AC

4.0 DU/AC

2,000 dwelling units**

Non-residential***:

(1) There is no maximum density within vertically mixed use structures. The

Research & Development / Office

1.5 million square feet

maximum residential development is limited by the overall development

Advanced Manufacturing

1.5 million square feet

program.

Commercial

300,000 square feet

2) Density/Intensity as calculated over the total acreage developed for each

*

**

APPENDICES

areas may be utilized on an EASP-wide basis to mitigate the potential for

The maximum development program described for each

specified use within Area D.

EA-EOMU Area is not cumulative and shall be limited by the

Policy 10.3.4.3

overall EASP development program as established in Policy

Area D shall be developed to accommodate a composite land use mix as

10.1.4.

described below.

Area D Mix of Uses

Accessory dwelling units may be provided; however, such units
shall be in addition to the maximum residential units noted
above.

*** Facilities to serve the community including, but not limited to,
schools, places of worship, government services, recreation,
utilities, and civic facilities, shall be provided as needed. Floor
area for such facilities shall be in addition to the maximum
nonresidential square footage noted above.
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Minimum

Maximum

Open Space (1)
(Percentage of Area D Total Acres)

and trails within a larger open space framework.
Policy 10.3.5.1

The standards for measuring the maximum development program permitted
30%

(1)

within Area E shall be based upon the following:
a.

Buildable Area
(Percentage of Area D Total Acres Net of Open Space)

Maximum Development Program Baseline*
Residential:

Commercial

0%

10%

R&D / Office

0%

10%

Manufacturing

0%

Residential

500 dwelling units**

Non-residential***:
Research & Development / Office

500,000 square feet

10%

Advanced Manufacturing

500,000 square feet

0%

93%

Commercial

50,000 square feet

Recreation (2)

5%

---

Civic

2%

---

*

overall EASP development program as established in Policy
10.1.4.

minimum open space requirement as a part of the DSAP process, however,

**

the minimum open space standard reflects the requirement of the compre-

above.

within Area D.

*** Facilities to serve the community including, but not limited to,

(2) Active Recreation uses are permitted to occur within the 100 year

schools, places of worship, government services, recreation,

Floodplain. These recreational lands are supplemental to the passive

utilities, and civic facilities, shall be provided as needed. Floor

recreation uses provided within the EASP Conservation Land Use.

resources protection including wetlands protection, buffers and floodplain
shall be applicable to Area D.
Policy 10.3.4.5

Area D Timing of Development

No development activity can occur within Area D before 2030.
Policy 10.3.5

EA-EOMU Area E Intent/Vision

The EA-EOMU Area E (Area E) as depicted in Map F.17.A. is envisioned as a
balanced and connected mixed use community connected by green spaces

LONG TERM MASTER PLAN

area for such facilities shall be in addition to the maximum
nonresidential square footage noted above.

Area D Natural Resources Protection

The provisions of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan relating to natural
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Accessory dwelling units may be provided; however, such units
shall be in addition to the maximum residential units noted

hensive plan with regard the amount of open space that shall be provided

Policy 10.3.4.4

The maximum development program described for each
EA-EOMU Area is not cumulative and shall be limited by the

(1) An applicant may provide additional open space above and beyond the

126

Area E Development Program

Policy 10.3.5.2

Area E Permitted Uses/Density/Intensity

Lands designated within Area E shall be permitted the full range of uses
as described in Policy 10.2.6 with the densities and intensities as described
below.

9

(Dwelling Units / Gross

Intensity

Residential Acre)2

FAR 2

Use

Min

APPENDICES

(1) An applicant may provide additional open space above and beyond the

Density

Max

Min

minimum open space requirement as a part of the DSAP process, however,
the minimum open space standard reflects the requirement of the compreMax

hensive plan with regard the amount of open space that shall be provided
within Area E.

R&D / Office

n/a

(1)

0.20

0.50

(2) Active Recreation uses are permitted to occur within the 100 year

Advanced

n/a

n/a

0.15

0.50

Floodplain. These recreational lands are supplemental to the passive
recreation uses provided within the EASP Conservation Land Use.

Manufacturing
Commercial

7.0 DU/AC

15 DU/AC

Residential

0.20 DU/AC

4.0 DU/AC

0.20

0.50

Policy 10.3.5.4

Area E Natural Resources Protection

The provisions of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan relating to natural

(1) There is no maximum density within vertically mixed use structures. The
maximum residential development is limited by the overall development

resources protection including wetlands protection, buffers and floodplain
shall be applicable to Area E.

program.

Policy 10.3.5.5

2) Density/Intensity as calculated over the total acreage developed for each

No development activity can occur within Area E before 2030.

Area E Timing of Development

specified use within Area E.
Policy 10.3.5.3

OBJECTIVE 10.4.1 – NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION (GENERAL)

Area E Mix of Uses

Area E shall be developed to accommodate a composite land use mix as
described below.

Protect and manage significant, interconnected, large-scale conservation
areas and natural resource protection corridors that serve to support and
reinforce regional and state-wide wildlife corridor and habitat linkages, thus

Minimum

Maximum

Open Space (1)
(Percentage of Area E Total Acres)

forming a vital natural resource link in the “emerald necklace” around Gainesville and Alachua County.
Policy 10.4.1.1

30%

---

Buildable Area
(Percentage of Area E Total Acres Net of Open Space)

Timing of Conservation Easements

Conservation easements within the EASP will be required as a part of each
specific DSAP approval process as follows:
a.

Permanent Preservation Areas. A conservation easement shall be
provided within 60 days of the effective date of a DSAP for land areas

Commercial

0%

10%

proposed for permanent preservation within all land use categories

R&D / Office

0%

10%

Manufacturing

0%

10%

included in the DSAP, including all wetland ecosystems within the

Residential

0%

93%

Recreation (2)

5%

---

Civic

2%

---

DSAP protected as provided in the Policy 10.4.2.1. Lands proposed for
permanent preservation consist of lands that are intended for use as
natural reserves or managed conservation lands for the preservation
of natural resources in perpetuity. Said conservation easement shall be

LONG TERM MASTER PLAN
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provided and will be transferred to the County and to a qualified conser-

Policy 10.4.1.2.1 Management Plans – Content

vation organization acceptable to the County and experienced in holding

A Management Plan shall address at a minimum, the following matters:

and maintaining conservation easements, subject to their acceptance

a.

after review and approval of the easement as to form and content.
b.

Permanent Conservation Areas. A conservation easement shall be

resources to be preserved, including any protective buffers.
b.

provided at the time of individual site plan approval for any remaining
EA-CON lands in the DSAP that are not covered by a conservation
easement in direct proportion to the amount of development program
approved by the site plan. Said conservation easement shall be provided

c.

A description of the goals and objectives for each site.

d.

A description of all proposed uses, including existing and any proposed
physical and access improvements.

e.

c.

A description of activities that will be performed to protect, restore, or
enhance the natural resources to be preserved.

maintaining conservation easements, subject to their acceptance after
review and approval of the easement as to form and content.

An assessment of the existing quality and characteristics of the natural
resources to be preserved and/or restored.

and will be transferred to the County and to a qualified conservation
organization acceptable to the County and experienced in holding and

Documents and maps that identify the location of areas and natural

f.

A set of schedules and assignments of responsibility for specific

Both the County and the qualified conservation organization designated

implementation activities to be performed as part of the management

to receive the conservation easement shall agree prior to accepting the

plan.

easement that the boundaries of the easement may be adjusted on an

g.

The management plan shall take into account the ownership interests

acre for acre basis upon request of the holder of the fee interest in the

of public and private entities and provide for protection of private

land if the environmental value of the easement is not diminished by the

ownership interests.

boundary adjustment.
Policy 10.4.1.2

h.

agreement for the conservation easement shall serve as the manage-

Conservation Management Plans

ment plan.

A series of Conservation Management Plans (Management Plan) shall be
created for conservation lands within the EASP that are protected under

i.

The land shall be subject to the conservation policies of the Comprehensive Plan that are applicable to the resources within those areas.

Policy 10.4.1.1.a and Policy 10.4.1.1.b that establish management objectives,
outline procedures, and define the roles and responsibilities for managing

For lands covered by a pre-existing conservation easement, the

j.

Silviculture uses employing the latest applicable best management

these areas. Each Management Plan shall also provide for the protection of

practices of the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer

species listed by FFWCC and USFWS. The Management Plan shall establish

Services and hunting activities shall be permitted within permanent

conservation goals and objectives for diversified habitats within the subject

conservation areas.

conservation area which are consistent with respective habitat requirements,

128

ecological communities, and other natural resources and resource require-

Policy 10.4.1.2.2 Management Plans – Timing

ments, will identify roadway crossings and permitted utility structures, as

A Management Plan for EA-CON lands that that are protected under Policy

well as conditions associated with any public access and passive recreational

10.4.1.1.a and Policy 10.4.1.1.b shall be submitted to the holders of the conser-

use.

vation easement filed in accordance with Policy 10.4.1.1.a and Policy 10.4.1.1.b

LONG TERM MASTER PLAN
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easement.
Policy 10.4.1.2.3 Management Plans – Advisors
The Management Plans shall be prepared by a group of knowledgeable
persons appointed by the county and which shall include representatives of
the landowner and grantees under the conservation easement and others
with ecological, forestry and environmental land management expertise.

Protected Resource

Buffer Distance (feet)

Surface waters and wetlands less than or equal

50 average,

to 0.5 acre that do not include OFWs or listed

35 minimum

animal species as described elsewhere in this
table
Surface waters and wetlands greater than 0.5

75 average,

acre that do not include OFWs or listed animal

50 minimum

species as described elsewhere in this table

Policy 10.4.1.2.4 Management Plans – Implementation

Areas where federally and/or state regulated

100 average,

Implementation of the Management Plan shall be adequately funded by the

vertebrate wetland/aquatic dependent animal

75 minimum

owner, or its successors in interest.

species have been documented within 300 feet

Policy 10.4.1.3

Protection of Important Natural Resource Area Edges

Development occurring along the edges of wetlands protected pursuant to

APPENDICES

for said lands within twelve months of the transfer of the conservation

of a surface water or wetland
150 average,

Outstanding Florida Waters (OFWs)

100 minimum

Policy 10.4.2.1 and other important natural resource areas identified during
the DSAP process as entitled to protection shall be designed to protect
and minimize the impact of development on these areas through the use of
natural vegetative buffers.
a.

Buffers shall be measured from the outer edge of the regulated wetland
or water body.

Buffer width shall be determined on a case-by-case basis depending

Policy 10.4.1.4

on what is demonstrated to be scientifically necessary to protect the

For the purposes of Objective 4.10 of the Conservation and Open Space

identified resource from significant adverse impact. This determination

Element, the EASP shall be considered as a total parcel area including 60,136

shall be made in consideration of at least the following factors:

acres. The process of identifying the lands suitable for conservation and the

i.

Type of development and associated potential for adverse
site-specific and off-site impacts;

ii.

b.

c.

Protection of Strategic Ecosystems

designation of 46,080 acres of land within the EASP as EA-CON Land Use
fulfills the requirements of Objective 4.10.

Identified resource type and associated hydrologic or management

Policy 10.4.1.5

requirements;

The sinkhole within the EA-EOMU north and west of Lochloosa Creek as well

iii.

Buffer area characteristics and function;

iv.

Presence of listed species of plants and animals.

Absent scientific information which demonstrates that a larger or

Protection of Sinkhole(s)

as any other historic sinkhole is recognized as a significant geological feature,
and the sinkhole area(s) protected in accordance with ACCP Objective 4.4
shall be designated as conservation and protected in accordance with the
policies and procedures of the Comprehensive Plan.

smaller buffer width is appropriate, the following buffer widths shall
apply for the resources set forth in the table below.
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OBJECTIVE 10.4.2 – NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION (DEVELOPMENT

on historic resources. Should significant resources be present, additional

STANDARDS)

archaeological testing may be necessary, and/or protection and preservation

Protect natural resources by requiring that all development activities

of significant sites may be required.

be conducted in accordance with at least minimum resource protection
standards. (NOTE: this objective mirrors objective 3.6, ACCP, Conservation
and Open Space Element)
Policy 10.4.2.1

Wetlands Protection

The provisions of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan relating to

Policy 10.4.2.4

Intergovernmental Coordination for Resource Protection

The County shall coordinate with adjacent counties and WMDs to conserve,
appropriately use, or protect unique natural resources located within more
than one local jurisdiction. (NOTE: this policy mirrors policy 3.6.2, ACCP,
Conservation and Open Space Element)

wetlands protection, and associated implementing regulations, shall be
applicable to EA-AG, EA-RUR, EA-EOMU Areas D and E and the portion of

OBJECTIVE 10.4.3 – WATER RESOURCE PROTECTION

Area B south of SR 20. In lieu thereof, the provisions that shall apply to

Address long-term needs for water supply, water quality and water conser-

EA-EOMU Area A, Area B north of SR 20 and Area C shall be as provided

vation within the Envision Alachua Planning Area based upon overall system

in Policies 10.3.1.4, 10.3.2.4, and 10.3.3.4 and the provisions that apply to

stewardship and conservation of water.

EA-CON shall be as provided in Policy 10.2.5.h.
Policy 10.4.2.2

Floodplain

Policy 10.4.3.1

The lands within the EASP shall be managed and developed to incorporate

The provisions of the Alachua County Comprehensive Plan relating to

state of the art water conservation, treatment and delivery technology as

floodplain protection, and associated implementing regulations, shall be

defined by the following water supply strategy components:

applicable to EA-AG, EA-RUR, EA-EOMU Areas D and E and the portion of

a.

EA-EOMU Areas A, B and C shall be as provided in Policies 10.3.1.4, 10.3.2.4,

b.

and 10.3.3.4 and the provisions that apply to EA-CON shall be as provided in
Policy 10.2.5.h.
Policy 10.4.2.3

State-of-the-art system components (e.g., water recycling) shall be
incorporated where appropriate and feasible;

c.

Residential lots within the EA-EOMU shall not be irrigated with potable
water except for a limited period during the initial establishment of

Cultural Resource Assessment

landscaping;

A Phase I cultural resource assessment survey shall occur prior to initiating
any project related land clearing or ground disturbing activities that are not

The use of large water storage facilities for water harvesting and
capture shall be encouraged;

Area B south of SR 20. In lieu thereof, the provisions that shall apply to

d.

The priority for the use of reclaimed water shall be given to environ-

agriculturally related within the project area. The purpose of this survey will

mental restoration projects, industrial users and agricultural users.

be to locate and assess the significance of any historic properties present.

Single family lots shall not receive reclaimed water;

The resultant survey report must conform to the specifications set forth
in Chapter 1A-46, Florida Administrative Code, and be forwarded to the
Division of Historical Resources for comment and recommendation in order
to complete the process of reviewing the impact of the proposed project
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e.

There shall be no individual wells for individual residences or businesses
within the EA-EOMU. All wells within the EA-EOMU and the EA-AG shall
be monitored as part of the utility system;

9

g.

The use of “Florida Friendly” plant species shall be required for

aim to reduce existing watershed impairment of Lake Lochloosa, that is, to

landscaping within the EA-EOMU, with a preference for native species;

provide nutrient reduction below the existing baseline condition.

All Agriculture and Silviculture activities shall follow the most recent
applicable best management practices.

Policy 10.4.3.2

Conservation–first Strategies for Water Supply

APPENDICES

f.

OBJECTIVE 10.5 – PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Address long-term needs for physical infrastructure within the Envision
Alachua Planning Area.

The EASP shall use conservation-first strategies within the EA-EOMU for

Policy 10.5.1

water supply that include, but are not limited to, living within a water budget

The EASP shall provide an alternative to conventional transportation

that recognizes supply limitations and reflects the value of the resource;

concurrency through a Mobility District that relies upon future land use and

minimizing water demand embedded within community design features such

transportation patterns that emphasize mixed-use, interconnected develop-

as buildings, hardscapes and landscapes; using Florida Friendly Landscaping

ments that promote walking and biking, reduce vehicle miles of travel and

principles to retain and/or establish landscapes that require no supplemental

per capita greenhouse gas emissions, and provide the densities and intensi-

irrigation or nutrients (fertilization) beyond that provided by natural rainfall

ties needed to support transit.

and possible minimal alternative water supply including reuse.
Policy 10.4.3.3

Natural System Needs

Policy 10.5.2

Transportation

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer Centralized Services

Extension of potable water or sanitary sewer lines within areas designated

As part of a DSAP application submittal, an analysis will be provided to

on the Future Land Use Map as the EA-EOMU shall be allowed by Alachua

estimate the general range of water needs of the natural system. This

County.

analysis will be used in the development of a water resources strategy as
detailed in Policy 10.4.3.1 for the DSAP including the amount of re-use water
that may be provided to support the natural system, which groundwater
resources to draw from and when, and methods to replenish what is used to
the extent feasible.
Policy 10.4.3.4

Wastewater as a Water Source

Policy 10.5.2.1

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer-EOMU

Land within the EA-EOMU shall be required to connect to a centralized
potable water and sanitary sewer system for service by FDEP permitted
potable water and wastewater treatment plants. The designation of funding
for capital improvements to other public facilities needed to extend urban
services into this urban land use category shall be incorporated into the

Wastewater shall be treated as a resource that will be an integral element

five-year capital improvement program of the Alachua County Capital

of the total water source system. The capture of treated wastewater for

Improvement Element.

reuse and groundwater recharge purposes will be evaluated to determine
how it can be used as efficiently as possible considering timing of the various
resource options and partnerships within the region.
Policy 10.4.3.5

Water Quality Improvement

Prior to the submittal of the first DSAP, there shall be an analysis to identify

Policy 10.5.2.2

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer – Hawthorne Reserve
Area

The preferred option for the provision of centralized potable water and
sanitary sewer services to the lands within the Hawthorne Reserve Area shall
be the City of Hawthorne.

one or more regionally significant water quality improvement projects that
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Policy 10.5.2.3

Potable Water and Sanitary Sewer – Limitation

No extension of water and sewer service shall be allowed into lands
designated as Rural/Agriculture except within the Hawthorne Reserve.
Policy 10.5.3

Stormwater Level of Service Standard

All new building lots within the EASP shall include adequate buildable area
above the post development 100-year floodplain and all new habitable
structures must be outside the post development floodplain.
Stormwater

Level of Service Standard

Residential floor elevation

1 foot above the 100 year/ critical
duration storm elevation

Non-residential floor elevation

1 foot above 100 year/ criticalduration storm elevation or flood
resistant construction

Stormwater

Level of Service Standard

All new development, redevelopment, and, when expansion occurs,
existing developed areas, must provide adequate stormwater treatment
so as not to degrade the water quality of the receiving water body. Infill
residential development within improved residential areas or subdivisions
existing prior to the adoption of this Comprehensive Plan, must ensure
that its post-development stormwater runoff will not contribute pollutants which will degrade the water quality of the watershed. Regardless of
the area served, the stormwater treatment provided must provide a level
of treatment which meets or exceeds Chapter 62-25 F.A.C. and applicable
federal, state, regional, WMD and local requirements in effect on the date
of adoption, April 8, 2002 of this Comprehensive Plan.

Policy 10.5.4

Schools

In addition to the locations provided for in Policy 5.3.7, Future Land Use
Element, public and private educational facilities shall also be allowable uses

Water Quantity

in the EA-EOMU future land use category.
Retention basins

100 year/ critical-duration storm or
applicable
Water Management District
standards

Policy 10.5.5

Financing

To ensure the provision of adequate public facilities that avoid inequitable
burdens on parties outside the EASP, the portion of the cost of public
facilities and infrastructure having a rational nexus to impacts of develop-

Detention basins

25 year/critical-duration storm with
100 year/critical-duration storm
routing analysis

Storm sewer systems

3 year/10 minute

more Community Development Districts (“CDD” formed in accordance with

Crossdrains

10/25 year/24hr. storm for closed
system 100 year/24hr. for open
system

Chapter 190, Florida Statutes) or other appropriate funding mechanisms

Sidedrains

10 year/20 minute

Water Quality

ments within the EASP shall be funded by the developer, its successors
and assigns, including, without limitation through establishment of one or

within the EASP. The CDDs, or other appropriate funding mechanism, shall
be established in conjunction with a DSAP. A developer’s agreement shall be
entered between the County and developer of the site prior to approval of a
Development Plan, addressing details of the development-phasing schedule
and the level of the funding commitments of the CDDs, or other appropriate
funding mechanisms. For the purpose of this Policy, the term “public facilities and infrastructure” includes the following: (1) water and water supply
systems, (2) stormwater management systems, (3) roads, (4) transit
system, (5) sewer and wastewater systems, (6) parks and (7) schools (8)
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Policy 10.6.3

uplands and ecological features of the RBOS.

Each DSAP shall be a minimum of 1,000 acres in area and provide detail

OBJECTIVE 10.6 – IMPLEMENTATION
The DSAPs implement the LTMP by providing specific requirements
regarding the development program, design standards, and public infrastructure impacts and requirements, as defined by FS 163.3245. Each DSAP shall
guide conservation and development activities in the portion of the Planning
Area to which it applies and shall be prepared consistent with the Objectives
and Policies of provided herein, Section 402.134 of Article 20 of the ULDC,
and FS 163.3245.
Policy 10.6.1

Permitted Uses Without a Detailed Specific Area Plan

determine consistency with the LTMP. The County may approve a DSAP of
less than 1,000 acres for lands within the EA-RUR or the EA-AG land use
designations. The County may also approve a DSAP of less than 1,000 acres
based upon consideration of the following criteria:
•

a.

New, continued, and expanded Agriculture and Silviculture Uses.

b.

New, continued, and expanded Farm Manager and Farm Worker housing.

c.

Natural resource-based operations, including continued and expanded
mining operations and water quality improvement projects.

Policy 10.6.2

Proximity to existing public infrastructure with adequate capacity to
serve development;

•

Compatibility with surrounding existing and future land uses; and

•

Consistency with the financial capability of local government and/or
private entities to fund needed infrastructure concurrent with development.

The following uses do not require the processing of a DSAP, and shall be
changes the Permitted Uses within the DSAP area.

DSAP Size

sufficient to allow evaluation of the interrelationship of its parts and

(DSAP)
allowed within the Planning Area prior to the adoption of a DSAP that

APPENDICES

fire, emergency operations, EMS and Police, and (9) restoration of wetlands,

Policy 10.6.4

DSAP Minimum Requirements

All DSAPs required to implement the approved LTMP shall be processed as a
Planned Development rezoning, as outlined in Article 14, Rezoning, Planned
Development District, of the ULDC (§403.17). In addition, each DSAP shall
also provide the following:
a.

Each DSAP shall describe the relationship between the developed area
within the DSAP and the protection of existing and planned communities outside of the EASP as well as the relationship between the mix

DSAP Buildout Date

The DSAP shall establish a buildout date until which the approved develop-

of uses provided within the DSAP, including the relationship between

ment is not subject to downzoning, unit density reduction, or intensity

residential uses and employment, support commercial uses, community

reduction, unless the local government can demonstrate that implemen-

facilities, recreation and open spaces.

tation of the plan is not continuing in good faith based on standards
established by plan policy, that substantial changes in the conditions
underlying the approval of the detailed specific area plan have occurred, that

b.

Natural Resources Review and mitigation strategy where applicable;

c.

Identification of any necessary roadway crossings and utilities that
would impact natural resources as permitted by Policy 10.4.2.1 and

the detailed specific area plan was based on substantially inaccurate information provided by the applicant, or that the change is clearly established to be
essential to the public health, safety, or welfare.

within EA-CON; and
d.

Identification of the location of the RBOS; and

e.

Each DSAP shall demonstrate the adequate funding of infrastructure as
required by Policy 10.5.5 for each phase of each development and shall
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identify the financial strategy to construct and maintain all required

swales, where appropriate, based on slopes greater than 2% and buffers

infrastructure.

prior to discharge of treated stormwater;

Policy 10.6.5

DSAP Design Standards

The DSAP shall include the applicable Design Standards that shall guide

•

The use of bioretention areas or rain gardens;

•

The integral use of shade trees and open areas to reduce the impacts of
paved areas;

development within its boundaries.
Policy 10.6.6

Infrastructure Financing Minimum Requirements

The County reserves the right to condition the approval of development on

•

Permeable pavements;

•

Narrowing street widths to the minimum width required to support
traffic, on-street parking where appropriate, and emergency vehicle

the availability of funding for the necessary infrastructure to support the

access;

proposed development.
Policy 10.6.6.1

Capital Improvements Element Future Amendment

Prior to development approval, the county shall amend its Capital Improve-

•

Elimination of curb and gutter where appropriate;

•

Minimization of impervious surfaces through use of shared driveways
and parking lots;

ments Element to include the timing and funding of public facilities required
by the DSAP.
Policy 10.6.7

•
DSAP Water and Wastewater

The DSAP shall be required to meet the water resource and water supply

barrels;
•

DSAP Transportation

The DSAP shall be required to meet the transportation mitigation
requirements of Objective 1.10 of the Transportation Element. The DSAP
shall include an analysis of the feasibility of providing public or private
transit service between new job opportunities created within the DSAP and
residential uses within east Gainesville or Hawthorne.
Policy 10.6.9

DSAP Stormwater

Stormwater facilities within each DSAP shall be master planned. Surface
stormwater facilities should be designed in a park like manner serving as
an amenity to the development. The use of Low Impact Development (LID)
techniques are allowed and encouraged. These LID methods shall incorporate the following techniques, where feasible and applicable:
•
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Redirecting rooftop runoff to functional landscape areas, rain barrels or
cisterns; and

requirements as stated in Policy 10.4.1.
Policy 10.6.8

The use of rainwater harvesting techniques such as cisterns and rain

•

Education regarding the importance of proper maintenance of
stormwater facilities.

Policy 10.6.10

DSAP Remedies

Development activity that occurs in violation of the Objectives and Policies
contained within Section 10.0 of the Future Land Use Element of the
Comprehensive Plan or an implementing DSAP shall be required to mitigate,
in addition to paying monetary penalties provided by the land development
regulations. Corrective action shall include, at a minimum, onsite restoration
of buffers, habitat, and hydrology of the original wetland area.
Policy 10.6.11

Intergovernmental Coordination

To facilitate a coordinated approach to development and the provision of
services in the region, the County shall report the status of conservation,
the implementation of DSAPs, and job creation in the Planning Area. This

9

PART 2: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE TRANSPORTATION MOBILITY

required Evaluation and Appraisal Report (EAR) prepared and submitted

ELEMENT

by the County. Each EAR shall be made available to municipalities within

A.

the County and adjacent counties, and to any affected unit of government
providing services to the Planning Area but not having regulatory authority
over land use.
Policy 10.6.11.1

Amend Principle 3

PRINCIPLE 3

APPENDICES

information shall be regularly reported to the State through the statutorily

Discourage sprawl and encourage the efficient use of the urban cluster and
within approved Sector Plans by directing new development and infrastruc-

Community Participation

In addition to the cooperative efforts set forth in the Intergovernmental

ture to areas where mobility can be provided via multiple modes of transportation.

Coordination Element, the County shall establish the EASP Task Force
to monitor the implementation of the LTMP and provide feedback to the
County. Prior to filing a DSAP, an applicant shall provide a copy of the DSAP
application to the EASP Task Force for comments, which shall be considered
by the County during its deliberation on each DSAP.
Policy 10.6.11.2

Resource Protection – Coordination

The County shall coordinate with adjacent counties and WMDs to conserve,
appropriately use, or protect unique natural resources located within more
than one local jurisdiction.
Policy 10.6.11.3

Schools Coordination

PART 2: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE TRANSPORTATION MOBILITY
ELEMENT
B.

Amend Existing Policies

OBJECTIVE 1.2 - Transportation Management Outside of Urban Cluster
and Sector Plan Mobility Areas
To protect and support agricultural activities, preserve the character of rural
communities and encourage development in areas where infrastructure can
be provided in a financially feasible manner, developments outside the Urban
Cluster or outside an approved Sector Plan Mobility District as identified

The preferred option for providing public schools for residents shall be the

in the Comprehensive Plan shall be required to mitigate directly impacted

existing facilities currently serving the area that have available capacity.

roadways and impacts to roadways within the urban cluster.
Policy 1.4.1
The Future Transportation Circulation Maps, and any subsequent updates,
shall be developed on an interim basis through projected Areawide levels
of service within Transportation Mobility Districts and the levels of service
for roadway segments outside the Urban Cluster or Sector Plan Mobility
Districts using best available data.
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PART 2: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE TRANSPORTATION MOBILITY
ELEMENT
C.

Addition of a new Objective 1.10 and Policy Series

OBJECTIVE 1.10 – ENVISION ALACHUA TRANSPORTATION MOBILITY

development.
c.

Modes of transportation to be addressed by the EA Mobility fee shall be
consistent with the modes identified in Policy 1.10.5.

d.

The EA Mobility fee should reflect the potential to reduce impact to the

DISTRICT

major roadway network through an increase in internal capture of trips

Transportation Mobility Districts provide an alternative to conventional

and increase in pedestrian, bicycle and transit mode share.

transportation concurrency by encouraging future land use and transportation patterns that emphasize mixed-use, interconnected developments that

Policy 1.10.4

promote walking and biking, reduce vehicle miles of travel and per capita

Developments within the EASP may receive EA Mobility fee credit for the

greenhouse gas emissions, and provide the densities and intensities needed

construction of non-site related infrastructure, purchase of buses and

to support transit.

funding of transit. Where the cost of the required improvements is greater

Policy 1.10.1

Envision Alachua Sector Plan (EASP) Mobility

The EASP shall provide an alternative to conventional transportation
concurrency through a Mobility District that relies upon future land use and

than the EA Mobility fee, the Developer may seek reimbursement for the
additional funds expended from a Community Development District (CDD) or
future development projects within the EASP.

transportation patterns that emphasize mixed-use, interconnected develop-

Policy 1.10.5

ments that promote walking and biking, reduce vehicle miles of travel and

Within the EA Mobility District, the County adopts multi-modal level of

per capita greenhouse gas emissions, and provide the densities and intensi-

service (LOS) standards for the following:

Policy 1.10.2

Transportation Map Series of the Comprehensive Plan shall serve as the
boundary for the Envision Alachua Transportation Mobility District.
Policy 1.10.3

mobility and fully mitigates its impact to the transportation system.
a.

Development shall satisfy its transportation concurrency obligations
through payment of the EA Mobility fee.

b.

(LOS)
Pedestrian

B

Bicycle

B

Express Transit

B

Motor Vehicle*

D

EA Mobility Fee

An EA Mobility fee shall be adopted to ensure that a development funds

Standard of Measure

Service

Envision Alachua Mobility District

The Envision Alachua (EA) Mobility District as identified Map 11.A of the

EA Mobility District Levels of Service

Level of

ties needed to support transit.

Motor Vehicle*
- SIS**

C

Based on Presence of a pedestrian
facility
Based on Presence of a bike lanes /
paved shoulders
Based on Peak Hour Frequency of 15
minutes or less
Professionally Accepted Traffic Analysis
Professionally Accepted Traffic Analysis
in consultation with FDOT

No development shall receive a final development plan approval where

* Standard applies to Collector and Arterial Roads

the development impacts a roadway operating below the adopted LOS,

** Strategic Intermodal System

except through the proportionate share ordinance or until such time
as the EA Mobility fee is adopted that address the traffic impact of the
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In order to achieve the level of service standard for pedestrians and

Plan (Alachua County Growth Management Department January 26, 2010)

bicyclists, the facility shall run the entire length of the roadway segment.

may be amended, in consultation with FDOT, to reflect the change in land use

A pedestrian facility shall be either a multi-use path on one (1) side of

character along SR20.

the roadway or sidewalks on both sides of the roadway. A multi-use
path along a roadway shall result in a LOS B for bicyclists. The LOS for
bicycle and pedestrian travel is the goal for all collector and arterial
roadways within the EA Study Area by 2064, not a standard that is
intended to be achieved on an annual basis for each roadway.
b.

Policy 1.10.8

The following are internal street network requirements for all development
within the EA Mobility District:
a.

be based on an Areawide LOS. The Areawide LOS analysis shall be

walking and bicycling throughout the development.
b.

Street design standards shall address narrow pavement and right-ofway widths, turning radii, on-street parking, and other design criteria for

divided into north-south and east-west roadways. The Areawide LOS

streets and alleys. Standards shall promote walking and biking, ensure

shall be determined by dividing the sum (∑) of total traffic by the sum

safety for all users and allow for emergency access.

(∑) of the total maximum service volume at the adopted LOS standard
for all functionally classified County and Non SIS State Roadways.

Developments are required to design and construct a continuous
interconnected network designed to safely calm traffic and encourage

Within the Envision Alachua Mobility District, achievement of the LOS
for all functionally classified County and Non SIS State Roadways shall

Internal Street Network Requirements

APPENDICES

a.

c.

A connectivity index standard shall be developed to ensure adequate
internal connections as well as connections to adjacent and nearby

Policy 1.10.6

SIS Facilities Levels of Service

uses. The connectivity standards shall address connectivity for bicycles,

The LOS for SIS facilities within the EA Mobility District shall be addressed
through the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) Mitigation Plan (Alachua
County Growth Management Department January 26th, 2010). The SIS

pedestrians, and motor vehicles.
d.

ment or redevelopment potential shall be provided. Provisions for

Mitigation Plan identifies mitigation measures such as the construction

future connections should be made in all directions whether streets

of parallel roadways serving similar travel demand patterns, dedicated

are public or private, except where abutting land is undevelopable

transit lane(s), access management and transit service. Mitigation projects,

due to environmental or topographical constraints. To plan for future

consistent with the SIS Mitigation Plan, shall be included in the Multi-Modal

adaptive redevelopment of adjacent developed land, cross-access shall

Transportation Capital Improvements Program. The SIS Mitigation Plan

be provided even if a cross-access connection on the developed land

may be amended, in consultation with FDOT, during updates to the Capital

does not currently exist. Cross-access connections shall be paved to the

Improvements Element.
Policy 1.10.7

property boundary. All private streets shall provide full access to the
general public.

Transportation – SR 20 Transition to an Urban Facility

The County recognizes that the EASP will develop in an urban development

e.

form along SR 20 and will work with FDOT to transition the SIS facility
designation from a rural facility to an urban facility consistent with the timing
of that urban development. When appropriate, the existing SIS Mitigation

Stub-outs of the street network to adjacent parcels with develop-

Internal streets shall connect to stub-outs provided by adjacent
developments.

f.

Developments shall provide a pedestrian and bicycle circulation system
that includes a network of multi-use paths throughout the develop-
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ment. The multi-use paths shall connect open space areas, adjacent
developments, and existing or planned bicycle pedestrian facilities along
collector and arterial roadways.
g.

Roadway

Description

Segment
20351

of shared or separate facilities to provide mobility through low speed

1474)

(SR 20 to CR

Traffic calming

Extend Bus

Extend Bus

Service

Service

SR 20

tation with particular attention paid to bicycle and pedestrian interac-

US 301)

tions.

SR 20

Reclassify to

(CR 2082 to

transitioning

CR 235)

or urban

(SR 329 to

(US 441 to
SR 329) &

District fall below adopted LOS standards, then the County shall as a part

US 301)

frequencies and provide off-peak transit service with at least 30 minute
headways along Express Transit Corridors.

20351

Build-out

20351

Build-out

None

various

TBD

$0

TBD

-

TBD

TBD

3.3

-

$0

$0

various

-

TBD

$0

TBD

various

-

TBD

$0

TBD

N/A

miles

-

Extend Bus
Service

SR 331

Should the Areawide LOS for motor vehicles within the EA Mobility

additional motor vehicle capacity projects or increase peak-hour transit

Build-out

None

electric vehicles. The plan shall address safety for all modes of transpor-

of its annual update to the Capital Improvements Element either identify

Cost Estimate

Transportation , (potential funding sources also include MMTD fees, gas tax revenues, etc.)
CR 234

LOS Mitigation

Quantity

2 3

A developer shall be allowed to propose a plan to provide a network

Policy 1.10.9

Unit
Measure

None

(CR 234 to

CR 1474
(CR 234 to
US 301)

None

operational
improvements3

operational
improvements3

1. The year 2035 represents the project’s development at 40% of complete build-out.
2. Improvements are identified for segments where the forecasted volumes with the EASP are higher than the generalized
service volumes and at least 5% higher than the forecasted volumes in 2035 without the EASP.
3. Improvements may be considered to maximize roadway capacity without adding additional lanes. These improvements

Policy 1.10.10

Transportation – Additional Railroad Crossing on US 301

The County recognizes the value associated with providing a vehicular
access from US 301 across the railroad as a means to further and support
the planned industrial/rail-oriented employment within the EA-EOMU lands
within the Hawthorne Reserve area and supports future coordination with
CSX to pursue such a crossing.
Policy 1.10.11

Transportation Facility Improvements

The following table provides a general identification of the transportation
facilities to serve the future land uses in the long term master plan, including
guidelines to be used to establish each modal component intended to
optimize mobility.
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Mode of Travel

ELEMENT
A.

Standard of Measure

Service

Amend Existing Policies

(LOS)
Motor Vehicle* -

(Partial excerpt of Policy 1.2.4 relating to the amended portion only)
Policy 1.2.4

Level of

APPENDICES

PART 3: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

SIS**

LOS standards for Category “A” and “B” public facilities shall

Professionally Accepted
C

Traffic Analysis in consultation with FDOT

be as follows:
(a) Transportation Facilities Level of Service:
(1)

Within Urban Cluster Transportation and Sector
Plan Mobility Districts, the County adopts the

*

Standard applies to Collector and Arterial Roads

**

Strategic Intermodal System

following level of service standards, as further

(2) For areas outside of Urban Cluster or Sector Plan Mobility Districts,

detailed in Policy 1.1.4 and Policy 1.10.5 of the

Alachua County shall adopt the following minimum level of service standards

Transportation Mobility Element and Policy 1.3.2 (c)

based on peak hour conditions for functionally classified roadways in order

(3) (a-c) of the Capital Improvements Element. The

to maximize the efficient use and safety of roadway facilities:

level of service for pedestrian, bicycle, and express

Amend Policy 1.3.2 to add a new subsection (c)(4).

transit are long range standards. The level of service
for motor vehicles is based on an Areawide analysis
for each district.
Mode of Travel

Level of

Standard of Measure

Bicycle

B

Based on Presence of a
pedestrian facility
Based on Presence of a bike
lanes / paved shoulders
Based on Peak Hour

Express Transit

Motor Vehicle*

B

D

with Policy 1.10.3 of the Transportation Mobility Element. This
provision shall not exempt Developments of Regional Impact from
statutory requirements for proportionate share mitigation.

(LOS)
B

(a) Development shall satisfy transportation concurrency obligations
through payment of a multi-modal transportation fee consistent

Service

Pedestrian

(4) Within the EA Mobility District:

(b) In order to achieve the level of service standard for pedestrians
and bicyclists, the facility shall run the entire length of the roadway
segment. A pedestrian facility shall be either a multi-use path
on one (1) side of the roadway or sidewalks on both sides of the
roadway. A multi-use path along a roadway shall result in a LOS B
for bicyclists. The LOS for bicycle and pedestrian travel is the goal

Frequency of 15 minutes

for all collector and arterial roadways within the EA Study Area by

or less

2064, not a standard that is intended to be achieved on an annual

Professionally Accepted

basis for each roadway.

Traffic Analysis

(c) Within the Envision Alachua Mobility District, achievement of
the LOS for all functionally classified County and Non SIS State
Roadways shall be based on an Areawide LOS. The Areawide LOS
analysis shall be divided into north-south and east-west roadways.
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The Areawide LOS shall be determined by dividing the sum (∑) of
total traffic by the sum (∑) of the total maximum service volume at
the adopted LOS standard for all functionally classified County and
Non SIS State Roadways.
(d) The LOS for SIS facilities within the EA Mobility District shall be
addressed through the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) Mitigation Plan (Alachua County Growth Management Department
January 26th, 2010). The SIS Mitigation Plan identifies mitigation
measures such as the construction of parallel roadways serving
similar travel demand patterns, dedicated transit lane(s), access
management and transit service. Mitigation projects, consistent
with the SIS Mitigation Plan, shall be included in the Multi-Modal
Transportation Capital Improvements Program. The SIS Mitigation
Plan may be amended, in consultation with FDOT, during updates
to the Capital Improvements Element.
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ENVISION ALACHUA PROPOSED FUTURE LAND USE MAP
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appendix C
GLOSSA RY O F T E R M S
This appendix provides a brief explanation of planning terms and concepts referenced
throughout the document.
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glossary of terms
Advanced Manfacturing: a family of activities that (a) depend on

Geography of Innovation: a mapping approach that presents

the use and coordination of information, automation, computa-

and identifies key infrastructure such as roadways, major

tion, software, sensing, and networking, and/or (b) make use of

employers, educational institutions and other community assets

cutting edge materials and emerging capabilities enabled by the

in relation to large-scale property ownership.

physical and biological sciences, for example nanotechnology,
chemistry, and biology. This involves both new ways to manufacture existing products, and especially the manufacture of new
products emerging from new advanced technologies. (Credit:
President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology Report to the
President on Ensuring American Leadership in Advanced Manufacturing)

The Envision Alachua Task Force also used the term to indicate
non-polluting manufacturing.
Agri-Technology: the intensive use of advanced technology
to improve all phases of large-scale agriculture, utilizing highly
resource-efficient methods of producing, harvesting, storing and
processing high crop yields.
Alachua County Comprehensive Plan: The Alachua County
Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan) is a blueprint, adopted by the
County Commission, to guide economic growth, development
of land, resource protection, and provision of public services
and facilities in Alachua County. The Comp Plan implements the
community’s vision through a series of ‘Elements’ that provide a
framework for development to maintain and achieve the quality

Plan that contains more specific information regarding what is
proposed for a specific area of at least 1,000 acres. It includes
detailed analyses and policies and identifies the capital improvements needed for future land uses.
Economic Development: A traditional approach to economic
growth that looks at objective measures such as wages and
number of jobs created.
Economic Progress: An approach to economic growth that
considers what kind of jobs are being created, who is getting
these jobs, and the affect on the community’s quality of life,
in addition to standard objective measures such as wages and
number of jobs created.
Innovation Economy: refers to research and development,
entrepreneurial, and economic development activities that focus
on the vital role of innovation in sustaining and building upon U.S.
competitiveness in the global economy.

of life desired by residents and business owners.

Innovation Gainesville (iG): A community-wide initiative created

Conservation: land use activities that protect natural areas and

innovation economy to foster the growth of existing businesses,

open space, while allowing compatible uses such as agriculture
and forestry.
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Detailed Specific Area Plan (DSAP): the second level of a Sector
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by the Gainesville Chamber of Commerce, designed to build an
inspire the creation of startup companies, and to attract
companies to expand to Alachua County.
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Silviculture: the practice of controlling the establishment,

blocks from the University of Florida campus which serves as

growth, composition, health and quality of forests to meet

the cornerstone of the planned Innovation Square. Funded by

diverse needs.

UF and the Economic Development Administration, it provides
an incubator for start-up companies based on technologies
emerging from university laboratories.
Innovation Square: a planned research and business community
located near the University of Florida campus in Gainesville. The
40 acre urban master plan for Innovation Square includes over
five million square feet of office, research and high-tech space
with residences, retail, hotel and open space that will connect
the University of Florida with downtown Gainesville.

Task Force: a group of individuals, including professional staff,
volunteers and private citizens who represent specific economic,
conservation and community interests. Representatives serve in
an advisory capacity and make recommendations.
Technical Advisory Group (TAG): a group composed of agency
professionals with review and regulatory authority over largescale land use planning in the county and state. It includes
individuals with specialized technical expertise in economics,
conservation and community planning, as well as Task Force

Long Term Master Plan (LTMP): the first level of a Sector

liaisons. Representatives serve in an advisory capacity and

Plan, prepared for the entire planning area and part of the local

provide relevant information, ideas and issues to be considered.

government comprehensive plan. An LTMP is reviewed by the
state and adopted by the local jurisdiction, and includes maps,
illustrations and text supported by data and analyses. It provides
general principles and guidelines that describe the type of future
land uses that will occur and identifies infrastructure and regionally significant public facilities that will be needed.

APPENDICES

Innovation Hub: a 48,000 square-foot facility located two

University of Florida Institute of Food and Agricultural
Sciences (UF/IFAS): a federal-state-county partnership
dedicated to developing knowledge in agriculture, human and
natural resources, and the life sciences, and enhancing and
sustaining the quality of human life by making that information accessible. IFAS has facilities located throughout Florida,

Sector Plan: a long-range plan for a specific geographic area

providing research and development for Florida’s agricultural,

of at least 15,000 acres in one or more local governmental

natural resources and related food industries.

jurisdictions. Local governments—or combinations of local
governments—may adopt Sector Plans into their Comprehensive
Plans. Sector Plans are authorized by Section 163.3245 of the
Florida Statutes.
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What an honor it’s been to serve with
this Task Force…this process is not
haphazard…never have I seen anything
so well put together.”
- Bobbi Walton, Envision Alachua Community
Task Force member,
June 26, 2013
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This offers us the greatest
We’re centrally located, we’re the
hub for the wheel, and the spokes
are going out in all directions…and
that wheel needs to start turning
sooner than later.”
- Community Workshop participant,
December 7, 2013

opportunity that we could ever
have. We could never come up
with something like this without
their help … For once we’re not
out fighting a project, we’re
supporting a project, and East
County is so blessed to be a part
of that.”
- Bobbi Walton, Envision Alachua Community
Task Force member,
June 26, 2013
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